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UT the hammer in the locker;
Hide the sounding-board likewise.
Any one can be a knocker,
Any one can criticize.
Cultivate the manner winning;
Though it hurts your face to smile
And seems awkward in beginning,
Be a booster for awhile.

Let the blacksmith do the pounding;
That's the way he draws his pay.
You don't get a cent for hounding
Saint and sinner, night and day.
Just for solid satisfaction
Drop a kind word in the slot,
And I'll warrant you'll get action
On your efforts on the spot.
Kindness every time beats kicking;
Mirth is better than a frown;
Do not waste your time in picking
Flaws with brothers who are down.
And it isn't so distressing
If you give a little boost
To the man the fates are pressing
When the chicks come home to roost.
Yes, the old world would be brighter
If you'd kindle friendship's flame,
And thus make the trouble lighter
Of the man against the game.
Send your grouch on a vacation,
Give your grumbling tones the shake,
And with grim determination
Throw the hammer in the lake.
—Unidentified.
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But he saw a little notice,
Tacked upon the meetin' door,
So he limped along to read it.
And he read it o'er and o'er;
Then he wiped his dusty glasses
And read it o'er again,
Till his limbs began to tremble
And his eyes began to pain.

W H A T A K N I F E C O U L D N ' T DO
A L C O H O L I S M DID
A b o u t a y e a r ago a m a n , Wm. Marshall, a
n e g r o , w a s stabbed t h r o u g h t h e h e a r t . L a s t
y e a r h e died from alcoholism. A n a u t o p s y
revealed a n inch of knife blade in his h e a r t
covered with scar tissue.
LIVE W I R E EXECUTES

THREE

N e a r Los Angeles recently a h a w k seized
a s n a k e which w a s consuming a g o p h e r ;
carried it aloft, s t r i k i n g a high tension
w i r e which electrocuted all t h r e e . T h e wire
t h e n fell a n d s t a r t e d a forest fire.
POOR ADVICE
A t a x collector in R u m a n i a recently told a
b a n k r u p t m e r c h a n t t h a t if he could n o t pay
his t a x e s he should go h a n g himself. The
m e r c h a n t complied.
I n t h e Philadelphia zoo, two p y t h o n s h a v e
lived in t h e same cage for four y e a r s . One
w a s 2 0 . f t . long and t h e other 18 ft. The
20 ft. p y t h o n had e a t e n recently and since
t h e y a r e seldom h u n g r y the keeper p u t a
single 25 lb. pig in t h e cage for t h e small
one. T h e n e x t m o r n i n g t h a t p y t h o n w a s
found in a c o r n e r squeezed t o d e a t h . His
l a r g e r friend w a s curled up contentedly in
t h e opposite corner. A l a r g e bulge in his
middle showed who g o t t h e pig.

NO R E S P E C T O R O F

PERSONS

T h e r e a r e few people whom t h e d e p r e s sion h a s n o t effected and we notice f r o m
n e w s p a p e r r e p o r t s t h a t a g r e a t n u m b e r of
people who were considered a m o n g t h e
w e a l t h y class a r e leaving t h e i r homes and
d i s c h a r g i n g a l a r g e retinue of s e r v a n t s and
finding places to live w h e r e m o r e economy
c a n be practiced.
I t is e s t i m a t e d t h a t P r e s i d e n t Hoover's
p r i v a t e f o r t u n e h a s s h r u n k from $4,000,000
to $700,000 and his income from $200,000 to
$30,000. In addition to t h i s he h a s volunt a r i l y c u t his s a l a r y from $75,000 to $60,000
p e r year.
CENTURY OF PROGRESS
T h e story of m a n k i n d ' s a m a z i n g p r o g r e s s
in t h e p a s t h u n d r e d y e a r s will be d r a m a t i z e d
in Chicago's 1933 W o r l d ' s F a i r — A C e n t u r y
of P r o g r e s s Exposition, which will formally
open its g a t e s to t h e world on J u n e 1, 1933,
and r u n for 150 d a y s t h e r e a f t e r .
A s one of t h e o u t s t a n d i n g f e a t u r e s of t h e
Exposition, a Hall of Religion, f o r m i n g p a r t
of t h e Social Science Group, is being planned. I n t h i s building exhibits of v a r i o u s
denominations and religious o r g a n i z a t i o n s
will be located. I t is planned also, in connection w i t h t h e work of t h e Religious Comm i t t e e to hold d u r i n g t h e Exposition a series
of world conferences a n d congresses on
world peace, t h e labor problem and other
p h a s e s of religious and civic activities.

NO SUNDAY F U N E R A L S
T h e J e w s hold no f u n e r a l s on t h e i r Sabb a t h day. F u n e r a l s a r e too mournful. The
S a b b a t h should be a day of r e v e r e n t rejoicing. Considerable a g i t a t i o n h a s been advanced by Christians h e r e and t h e r e and
c e r t a i n g r o u p s h a v e b a n n e d Sunday fun e r a l s . T h e city of Lincoln, N e b r a s k a , recently passed a n ordinance prohibiting Sunday funerals.
We believe t h a t t h i s is a
step in t h e r i g h t direction. W h e r e v e r possible Sunday funerals should be avoided.
Ministers a r e busy with Sunday services and
too often t h e r e g u l a r c h u r c h service is int e r r u p t e d and t h e entire plans of t h e day
m u s t be set aside because of a funeral. We
believe t h a t J e s u s would have said, " T h e r e
a r e six days in which to b u r y your dead;
do n o t a r r a n g e for a funeral on t h e Sabb a t h day, if it can be avoided."
CONGRESS FINALLY

ADJOURNS

A f t e r more t h a n 7 m o n t h s of hectic sessions, Congress finally winds up its work
and goes home. T h e president did n o t go to
t h e capitol buildings t o sign t h e bills a t
t h e close of its l a s t m i d n i g h t session. H e
k n e w he had 10 d a y s in which to do so and
t h e r e f o r e spent t h e evening a t home. Before signing t h e $2,122,000,000 relief bill,
t h e p r e s i d e n t issued a s t a t e m e n t t h a n k i n g
t h e l e a d e r s of both political p a r t i e s for p u t t i n g t h e m e a s u r e into effective s h a p e . H e
'declared t h e r e need be no h u n g e r or cold in
t h e U n i t e d S t a t e s for t h e coming winter.
T h e obnoxious f e a t u r e s of t h e bill he claims
h a v e been eliminated a n d t h a t t h e m e a s u r e
is a s t r o n g step t o w a r d economic recovery.

COST OF N . Y. B E L I E F TOR N E E D Y
B E A C H E S $65,000,000 A Y E A R

An analysis prepared by the research bureau
of the welfare council and made public recently
revealed that the public and private relief
agencies of New York City have for several
months been spending at the rate of $65,000,000 a year for direct aid to the destitute unemployed.
This expenditure, it was stated, "is New
York City," and is exclusive of municipal and
state aid to the destitute blind, to widows, and
to needy aged persons living outside of institutions, the combined expenditures for which
at present are at the rate of $20,000,000 a year.
It was estimated that the army of unemployed out of town men now in New York
City is more than six times as large as "the
bonus army" now besieging Washington.
Strangers seeking work are pouring into the
city at the rate of more than 2,000 a day.
THE PREACHER'S VACATION
The old man went to meeting.
For the day was bright and fair,
Tho' his limbs were very tottering
And 'twas hard to travel there:
But he hungered for the gospel
As he trudged the weary way,
In the road so rough and dusty
'Neath the summer's burning ray.
By and by he reached the building,
To his soul a holy place,
Then he paused and wiped the sweat drops
Off his thin and wrinkled face;
But he looked around bewildered,
For the old bell did not toll
And the doors were shut and bolted
And he did not see a soul.
So he leaned upon his crutches,
Arrd he said, "What does it mean?"
And he looked this way and that
'Till it seemed almost a dream:
He had walked the dusty highway,
And he breathed a heavy sigh,
J u s t to go once more to meetin'
Ere the summons came to die.

As the old man read the notice,
How it made his spirit burn;
"Pastor absent on vacation,
Church is closed till his return";
Then he staggered slowly backward,
And he sat him down to think,
For the soul was stirred within him
Till he thought his heart would sink.
So he mused along and wondered,
To himself soliloquized:
"I've lived till almost eighty.
And was never so surprised
As I read that oddest notice,
Sticking on the meetin' door,
'Pastor on vacation,'
Never heard the like before.
"Why when I first jined the meetin',
Very many years ago,
Preachers traveled on the circuit.
In the heat and through the snow;
If they got their clothes and vittals
('Twas but little cash they got),
They said nothing 'bout vacation,
But were happy in their lot.
"Would the farmer leave his cattle.
Or the shepherd leave his sheep?
Who would give them care and shelter
Or provide them food to eat?
So it strikes me very sing'lar,
When a man of holy hands,
Thinks he needs to have vacation
And forsake his tender lambs.
"Did St. Paul get such a notion?
Did a Wesley, or a Knox?
Did they in the heat of summer
Turn away from their needy flocks?
Did they shut their meetin' house,
J u s t to go and lounge about?
Why, they knew that if they did
Satan certainly would shout.
"Do the taverns close their doors,
J u s t to take a little rest?
Why, 'twould be the height of nonsense,
For their trade would be distressed:
Did you ever know it happen,
Or hear anybody tell,
Satan takin' a vacation,
Shuttin' up the doors of hell?
"And shall preachers of the gospel
Pack their trunks and go away,
Leaving saints and dyin' sinners
Get along as best they may?
A.re the souls of saints and sinners
Valued less than selling beer?
Or do preachers tire quicker
Than the rest of mortals here?
"Why it is I cannot answer,
But my feelings they are stirred:
Here I've dragged my tottering footsteps
For to hear the gospel word.
But the preacher is a-traveling,
And the meetin' house is closed:
I confess it's very tryin'.
Hard, indeed, to keep composed.
"Tell me, when I tread the valley
And go up the shinin' height.
Will I hear no angels singing?
Will I see no gleamin' light?
Will the golden harps be silent?
Will I meet no welcome there?
Why, the thought is more distressin',
Would be more than I could bear.
"Tell me, when I reach the city.
Over on the other shore,
Will I find a little notice
Tacked upon the golden door,
Telling me, 'mid dreadful silence,
Writ in words that cut and burn,
'Jesus absent on vacation,
Heaven closed till His return'?"
—Selected by Alice Maggert.
F o r nothing reaches t h e h e a r t b u t w h a t
is from t h e h e a r t , or p i e r c e s t h e c o n s c i e n c e
b u t w h a t c o m e s from a living conscience.
William Penn.
Trials

teach us w h a t w e a r e . — S p u r g e o n
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SELLING SUNDAY T O T H E M O V IES. During a recent discussion of a bill
introduced in Parliament in England to
permit the operation of movies on Sunday,
not a few members rose in defense of the
time honored custom of rest on the Lord's
day. They were not slow in recognizing
and giving expression to the fact that a
divine power still overrules the things of
this earth and that it was their sincere belief that England has prospered because in
the past they have nationally recognized
God. One of these members quoted the
words of Scripture "Them that honor me,
I will honor." Another member also pointed out that they did not wish to have the
Continental Sunday dumped upon them;
that they had met for the purpose of balancing the budget and not for the purpose
of unbalancing the traditional position of
their Sunday.
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Savior" and stood to his feet. T w o days
later he was taken ill and died.
W e believe the Holy Spirit is making
every possible effort in this day to bring
the message of salvation to needy hearts.
Let us pray that more and more the radio
may become the instrument by which the
glorious message of full salvation may be
broadcast everywhere.
W H A T IS T H E C H U R C H ?
Frequently we are brought face to face with
the question of what the church is and

The words of these men give our moral
and spiritual spinal column a new thrill. It
helps us to realize that there are a few
people who have not sold out to the movies. There is no more disgusting and baneful institution than the movie industry. In
the little town in which this paper is published the churches and the town have sold
out to the movies. There was a day when
there was no Sunday movie, but the time
finally came when the movie was permitted
to open its doors. The churches are rapidly losing their Sunday night attendance
while the attendance at the movie show is
constantly on the increase.
W e believe that Christian people are
still the salt of the earth but too many
times we keep the salt canned up: W e are
afraid to sprinkle a little of it around and
stand for the things that make for righteousness and peace. The nation or people
that fails to honor God and the Sabbath institution is headed for the rocks.
W e rejoice to know that the bill introduced in Parliament to open the Sabbath to
the movies was defeated.

| WOULD HAVE YOU to attend
JL to the full significance and extent of the term "holy." It is not
abstinence from outward deeds of
profligacy alone; it is not a mere
recoil from impurity of thought. It
is that quick and sensitive delicacy
to which even the very conception
of evil is offensive. It is a virtue
which has its residence within;
which takes guardianship of the
heart, as of a citadel or inviolate
sanctuary, in which no wrong or
worthless imagination is permitted
to dwell. It is not only purity of
action that we contend for; it is
exalted purity of heart, the ethereal
purity of the third Heaven; and, if
it is at once settled in the heart, it
brings the peace, the triumph, and
the untroubled serenity of Heaven
along with it.—Thos. Chalmers.

W H A T A B O U T T H E RADIO? This
is still a disputed question and there are
many very sincere people who oppose its
use and can see only its evil influence, but
despite all this we believe many sincere
people are using the radio to glorify God
and more and more we learn of those who
were saved by prayer and messages heard
over the radio. In reading an exchange we
notice recently where a letter was received
saying, "Your prayer tonight saved me
from a suicide death." Another writes, "I
am so glad to let you know that I have
found a wonderful deliverance from the
drink habit. Oh, how thankful I am that
I found the blessed Lord and Saviour."
Another letter from a family with an old
grandfather, 82 years of age, who had
never confessed Christ, while seated
around the radio, the Gospel invitation was
given when the old gentleman suddenly exclaimed, "I will; I will take Christ as my

what it really means to become a member
of the church of Christ. The church of
the Lord Jesus Christ is a blood-bought,
blood-washed company and the literal
meaning of the word church appears to be
"called-out-ones" and that is the standing
of God's true people. There was a time
when we were far off, but are now made
nigh by the blood of Christ and through his
atoning grace have access unto the Father.
W e are no more strangers and foreigners,
but fellow citizens and heirs. Spiritual
mysteries have become realities. W e have
been made partakers of the divine nature
of Christ—not through our merits, but
wholly through the merits of Him who
loved us and gave Himself for us. W e
have been brought into fellowship with
God's Son- and in simple faith we follow
him.
In the ordinary use of the term church
we see a broad application. T o some it
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means nothing more than a structure of
wood, brick, or stone. T o others it suggests a peculiar belief or creed, a certain
denomination or sect; and it is not stretching a point when we say that the narrowness and bigotry concerning those who shall
be saved which is found in many members
of some churches or denominations is
amazing. There are others, of course, who
are ready to admit that the real church of
the living God is far more than a humanly
constructed edifice or that it is confined
strictly to one sect. They believe that the
members of the church of Jesus Christ have
received the gift of eternal life through Him
and that they are lifted above denominational lines into a unity of the Spirit in
which- glorious fellowship they find proof
of the fact that they have passed from
death unto life because they love the brethren.
The word church is primarily a N e w
Testament term and belongs to the Gospel
or Grace age. It was ushered in by Christ
himself.
Some men have called the church a failure. Others have wondered if it would
survive and stand the test of time and
eternity. The answer to this is to be
found in the N e w Testament itself. W e
quote from the Savior's own words in his
answer to Peter's confession which implied that upon the rock, Confession of
faith in him, he would build his church and
the gates of hell should not prevail against
it. The church is a structure which can
never be destroyed. It is built upon the
divinity of Christ who is the chief cornerstone and remains unchanged and unchanging. Neither the treacheries of its socalled friends or the rage of its many enemies will ever succeed in prevailing
against the church of Christ.
T o become a member of this great and
glorious body of called-out-ones, we need
to be born again. Having received this
experience it leads us to the place of adoption where our inner spirits are enabled to
call God (Abba) our Father. W e become
heirs of God and joint heirs with Jesus
Christ. That entitles and brings us into
the place where we are blessed with all
spiritual blessings in the heavenlies.
The wife of a skeptic became interested
in the question of personal salvation.
W h e n he found her regularly reading the
Bible, he said, "Bosh! I will give you
enough of that. I will read the Bible to
you every day till you are sick of it." And
he began. D a y by day when he came home
he read the Bible, chapter after chapter,
having his wife sit and listen. At last one
day, when he had finished the third chapter
of John, he said to his wife, " W o n ' t you
pray for me? I am a poor lost sinner."
They knelt and prayed together, read the
W o r d together (John 6:63), and God
came in and saved them both.—Glad Tidings.
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Prosperity of Former Days
By H. K.

Sheets

"Oh that I were as in months past, as in
the days when God preserved me."
Job 29:2
H P H E book of Job is at once a master•"• piece of divine drama. Many of its
spiritual teachings are obvious; others are
more obscure. But with no attempt to discover the design of the book or to study
the experiences of its prominent character
there is to be found in the language of the
text a deep and throbbing heart cry which
reflects deeply into the very soul of Christian experience today. The verses which
follow the text wherein Job recounts the
blessings of former days of spiritual prosperity serve to many as only a stinging
recollection. As Job names the blessings
which belonged to the months that were
past, the reader may muse with profit.
His candle shined upon my head. The
light of God was beaming in and through
me. The glory of the Lord shone upon my
countenance. M y life was as a flame of
fire kindled to burn with love and passion
for God and men.
By His light I walked through darkness.
In the hour of deep trial and test I kept a
victorious testimony and a triumphant faith.
In affliction I did not murmur and complain. In trouble I was not overwhelmed.
Through chastening I was not embittered.
In suffering I did not recoil.
/ was in the days of my youth.
There
was no feebleness in my soul, nor lameness
in my walk with God. There was spring
in my spiritual heel. Adventuresome blood
coursed through my veins.
The secret of God was upon my tabernacle. I lived in saintly communion with
Him.
He trusted me with treasured
secrets. "He walked with me, and He talked with me, and He told me I was His
own."
The rock (Christ) poured me out rivers
of oil. I was anointed with fresh oil. The
glory of the Lord flooded my soul. Heaven
broke loose upon me and the Holy Ghost
poured out upon me overflowing blessings.
The young men saw me and hid themselves, the aged arose and stood. M y life
was a constant protest to sin. M y presence
lived conviction on both old and young.
When the ear heard me, then it blessed
me; and when the eye saw me it gave witness to me. M y presence commanded the
respect of others. M y influence as a godly
person was recognized. M y life was a
living testimony to the marvelous grace of
God.
I delivered the poor that cried, and the
fatherless, and him that had none to help
him. The blessing of him that was ready to
perish came upon me, and I caused the
widows heart to sing for joy. I gave, of

my means willingly and liberally. God
wonderfully blessed and prospered me
through my liberality to the poor and
needy.
/ put on righteousness and it clothed me.
I put off the old man which is corrupt according -to the deceitful lusts, I was renewed in the spirit of my mind, and I
put on the new man which after God is
created in righteousness and true holiness.
My judgment was as a robe and a diadem. M y opinions were valuable because
men had confidence in me. M y judgments
were weighty because they sprang from
pure, and unbiased motives and were never
hastily executed.
I was eyes to the blind and feet was I
to the lame. I was always prayed up to
date so that I could help the slothful, the
discouraged, or the backslidden. T h e love
of Christ constrained me to be patient with
the weak, charitable with the erring, and
compassionate toward the fallen.
Thus Job continued by way of recollection. Well might he cry from the deep of
his soul, "Oh that I were as in months
past!" W h a t a sigh! W h a t stinging rebuke! W h a t fearful condemnation rests
upon the soul that must thus cry out!
Yes, Job had seen better days. Scores of
professing Christians today might well own
the same acknowledgment. Dear reader,
where do you stand? Paul would inquire
of us as he inquired of the Galatians, "Ye
did run well; who did hinder you that he
should not obey the truth?"
T o confess to spiritual retrenchment regardless of outward standing, age, or position is humiliating but it marks the way
to a rediscovery of divine reality in Christian experience. There is everything to
gain by it and nothing to lose. To shield a
condition of lukewarmness or nurse a spirit
of compromise is sinful to the core and
needs to be repented of.
Oh that God's people would unitedly
meet Him at Calvary in humbleness and
contrition, acknowledging the sin which
has slipped into the heart and the love
which has waxed cold, and pray until
Christ again owns His people in Pentecostal manifestation and until the ehart-searching, sin-destroying, dross-consuming fire of
the Holy Ghost runs through the Christian
church like a blaze in dry stubble. "Wilt
thou not revive thy work oh Lord that thy
people may rejoice in Thee?"
Sweet was the time when first I felt
The Saviour's pard'ning blood,
Applied to cleanse my soul from guilt,
-And bring me home to God.

Soon as the light the morn renew'd
His praises tun'd my tongue;
And when the evening shades prevail'd
His love was all my song.
In prayer my soul drew near the Lord,
And saw his glory shine;
And when I read His holy word,
I called each promise mine.
Then to his saints I often spoke
Of what his love had done;
But now my heart is almost broke
For all my joys are gone.
Now, when the evening shade prevails,
My soul in darkness mourns;
And when the morn the light reveals,
No light to me returns.
Rise, Lord, and help me to prevail;
O, make my soul thy care!
I know thy mercy cannot fail;
Let me that mercy share.

One of the great sins of America looked
upon by God with sterner disfavor than we
may realize is the disregard of the Lord's
Day. Fewer and fewer are the sections of
our country where any regulations of law
prohibit the desecration of the Sunday.
Public protests are weak and ineffective.
The spirit of the masses confirmed in ungodliness is to blot the Lord's Day out of
the Christian calendar, giving it no different significance than any other day in the
week. W h a t a striking commentary on
the atheistic tendency of the day!
God promises through Isaiah that "If
thou turn away from doing thy pleasure on
my holy day; and call the Sabbath a delight, the holy of the Lord; honorable; and
shalt honor God, not doing thine own
ways, nor finding thine own pleasure, nor
speaking thine own words, then shalt thou
delight thyself in the Lord; and I will cause
thee to ride upon the high places of the
earth and feed thee with the heritage of Jacob thy Father." Both material and spiritual blessings are here promised those who
keep the Sabbath holy.
Scotland is waging a campaign for quiet
Sunday observance more vigorously this
year than ever before. Church meetings
are being held and prominent churchmen
are denouncing Sunday trading, Sunday
excursions, and Sunday movies.
Our
country could well do likewise.
W e cannot forget the Sabbath of God
without forgetting the God of the Sabbath.
Again when men return to God, they will
also return to a scriptural observance of
God's day.—H. K. S.
Esteem not thyself to have profited in
religion, unless thou thinkest well of others
and meanly of thyself; therefore never accuse any but thyself. And he that diligently watches himself, will be willing to be
silent concerning others.—Jeremy Taylor. - tj&m* d
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"More Than Conquerors"
By J. N.
G R O U P of talented singers were
A
heard singing the song entitled "Song
of the Soldier." In the audience sat a young
man whose heart was thrilled by the message, so much so that he learned the song
in order to more fully appreciate its inspiration. Some time later he was taken seriously ill. Days of high fever and much
delirium resulted and even though a strong
man, the disease took a fatal grip. One
night about midnight when the body was
very weak he sat up in bed and under a
somewhat supernatural inspiration sang the
first verse:
"Rise, ye children of salvation,
All who cleave to Christ the Head:
Wake, arise! O mighty nation,
Ere the foe on Zion tread.
Chorus
"Pour it forth a mighty anthem,
Like the thunders of the sea;
Thro' the blood of Christ our ransom.
More than conquerors are we."
W h e n concluded he lay back in bed and
the next morning passed peacefully on to
meet the Captain on the other shore.
Paul in his farewell to Timothy admitted that life had been a conflict by saying:
"I have fought a good fight." In the spiritual conflict of life we have the promise
"In all these things we are more than conquerors through Him that loved us." How
sad but true that many of God's children
accept defeat rather than take the path that
provides victory.
W h e n the children of Israel were in
bondage to Midian God brought them deliverance through a victory that is outstanding in Old Testament history. It was
not of man but of God. Nevertheless, God
did then as He does now, chose a human
being to work through—Gideon. In this
present evil world the Lord designs that
we shall be victorious over the "Powers"
that seek to entangle us again in the yoke
of bondage.
In conquering the Midianites a few
things stand out very prominently. First,
Gideon was very desirous to know that a
forward step was in harmony with G O D ' S
W I L L . The opposing forces were far too
numerous to undertake the battle alone,
and the heart of this great man yearned for
the assurance that 'God was with him.' Romans six says "Yield yourselves unto God."
The Christian heart that day by day consciously realizes the approval of God in
the place he is living and the work he is
doing may well claim the promise "If God
be for us who can be against us."
In the army of Israel were a vast number that could not be used because of be-
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ing fearful and afraid—they lacked C O N F I D E N C E . It is true we need to learn the
lesson we cannot trust ourselves but our
God can be trusted. It is said when David
Livingstone returned to Scotland after
spending sixteen years in Africa his body
appeared gaunt and weary from twentyseven attacks of African fever. One arm
had been bit by a lion and hung helpless
by his side. Facing a group of students at
the University of Glasgow he stirred their
hearts by saying: "Shall I tell what supported me through all these years of exile
among a people whose language I could not
understand and whose attitude toward me
was always uncertain and often hostile? It
was this 'Lo I am with you alway even
unto the end of the world.' "

HP HERE CAN BE NO glory to
•"• God, no real worship of God,
so long as resentments are only
half-stifled in our memory. The
moral obliquity will unveil itself in
symptoms even children can recognize. We must cancel our grudges,
our calculated despite of brethren
within the fellowship. Thus with
God's forgiveness shall we rediscover the secret of joyous and
abundant Christian life, and in
God's strength shall we attain the
wholesomeness which is His salvation and His Church's glory.
—Scottish Guardian.

!
Of the ten thousand that remained a
number more need be eliminated ere the
victory could be won. M a y we conjecture
that the nine thousand seven hundred were
careless, while the three hundred revealed
the virtue of W A T C H F U L N E S S .
Had the enemy approached suddenly the
large group would very likely have been
caught unawares. Not so with the three
hundred who could drink and watch at the
same time. Jesus told the disciples " W a t c h
and pray lest ye enter into temptation." A
necessity of the overcoming life is being
watchful. The successful business man is
very keen in watching for the 'small leaks'
that spoil the profit. A business relation
need be jealously guarded so as to be
above reproach. Surrounding the Christian life are actions that need to be
watched. Our private conversation need
be of a careful type. Many Christians that
are 'weak and sickly' could probably trace
their trouble to compare somewhat with
the Athenians of Acts 17 who "spent their
time in nothing else but either to tell or to
hear some new thing."
Sometimes the
statement is made 'talk is cheap' but how
different is the experience of many when
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awaking suddenly to the fact it has cost
them the freshness of their victorious life.
The third chapter of Revelation shines
with promise to "Him that overcometh."
First, "the same shall be clothed in white
raiment"—garments provided by God Himself. Second, "he will be made a pillar in
the Temple of my God"—identified with
the Corner-Stone in the completion of the
greatest structure of the ages. And third,
"Him will I grant to sit with Me in my
Throne"—side by side with the Saviour of
the world in His Kingly position. M a y we
view life like Paul: "For I reckon that the
sufferings of this present world are not
worthy to be compared with the Glory
that shall be revealed in us."

Keep on Shining
J U D G E who had been frequently annoyed by the sneers of a conceited
lawyer was asked why he did not sharply
rebuke his assailment. He said:
"In our town lives a widow, who has a
dog, which whenever the moon shines, goes
out upon the steps and barks at it all
night." Stopping short he went on with his
conversation. Finally one of the company
asked:
"But, judge, what about the dog and
the moon?"
"Oh," said the judge, "the moon went on
shining, that was all."
W h a t would the nightingale care if the
mole despised his singing? He would sing
on, and leave the mole to burrow in the
earth. W h a t cares the bird on the bough
if the mole says there is nothing in the
world but roots and earthworms? Full well
the singing bird sees the light and knows
the joy of the upper air.
And what care I for the sneers of earthbound men, who flout the idea of God and
laugh at the Christian life? I know full
well whom I have believed, and I will sing
on into the ear of God. I am one of the
children of the light; and though dogs may
bay I will shine on. I will let my light so
shine, that men seeing my good works, may
glorify my Father which is in heaven.—Sel.

A Recipe
Take one whole pound
Of Kindliness,
And stir it round
W i t h thoughts that bless.
Plenty of Patience makes it nice;
Some Fun will add a little spice;
Don't weigh out Love, but pour it in;
Oil of Good Cheer will grease your tin;
Mix well, in just the old-time way,
And you'll have made a happy day.
•—Selected.
To give when it hurts; to surrender when
our pride calls; to deny the desires of the
flesh; this is the true self-denial that is
pleasing to God.—T. H. Atkinson.
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Forgiving Power
By E. H.
T H H E Lord knew full well the necessity
*• of including instruction on forgiveness. T h e standard given to Peter should
meet every necessity or occasion. If we
include the time element to seventy times
seven it would mean for twenty-four hours
in forgiveness, nearly every three minutes
or once every day for a year with a thirtythree per cent surplus.
In the mechanical realm wherever there
are two surfaces that rub together there is
bound to be more or less friction. Various
devices and means have been provided to
relieve, nullify, reduce or even prevent friction by means of lubricants, mechanical
adjustments and make up of materials.
In the social realm the make up or character of individuals is a large factor in
causing or preventing friction. Austere,
irate and irascible people are like the old
time flint and steel which produced fire by
being rubbed together.
Is there a use, a right place, a service
that anger and indignation does and should
serve? If we ascribe anger to God which is
scriptural (Psa. 7:11) why claim an immunity from the emotion for human beings?
W e should be angry with sin especially
with our own sins. Anger leads to hatred
and separation. W e cater to and love sin
too well else we would separate ourselves
from it. Sin in others needs correction,
first to get the person conscious of his
or her sin and then penitent enough to admit the fact and become disgusted, mortified, and humble enough to seek and apply
the remedy through confession and forsaking the evil way.
God, while just is also compassionate.
He chastens and corrercts his children unto
the end that we become perfect. Parents,
teachers and officials need maintain certain
standards of conduct in those under their
charge.
Gladly would one with due compassion
ofttimes prefer to take rather than give the
needed punishment. Paul would have been
willing to be accursed if that would have
saved his kinsmen according to the flesh.
Yet he wrote severely to the Corinthians
and rejoiced that he caused them sorrow
after a godly sort.
W h a t true parent, teacher or official will
not gladly forgive a transgression when
true penitence and humility is manifested
by a transgressor?
W e may hide behind the term of righteous indignation and continue our anger beyond the going down of the sun but while
God chided Jacob for his transgressions he
' also declared that "I, even I, am he that
blotteth out thy transgressions for mine
own sake, and will not remember thy sins."
Holding grudges, pouting and bitterness
are cankers to spiritual growth. The mind
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and spirit of forgiveness is enobling, enriching and Christ like.
The opportunity to practice the grace of
forgiveness should be desired and sought.
"Forgive us our trespasses as we forgive
those that trespass against us," "and be ye
kind one to another, tender hearted, forgiving one another, even a s God for
Christ's sake hath forgiven you."
An instance where a reconciliation was
sought in which one party admitted their
error and the other did not, the former detected an unkind feeling being harbored on
account of the others spirit of vindictiveness. The remedy was found through
prayer for sufficient grace to let the apparent undo vindictiveness on the part of
the other person alone and imbibe enough
grace to forgive and forget the incident
and manifest love to the party notwithstanding their opinion in the matter.
"Whosoever hateth his brother is a
murderer: and ye know that no murderer
hath eternal life abiding in him. Hereby
perceive we the love of God, because he
laid down his life for us; and we ought to
lay down our lives for the brethren."
" O for that flame of living fire,
Which shone so bright in saints of old.
Which bade their souls to heaven aspire—
Calm in distress, in danger bold.
"Where is that Spirit, Lord, which dwelt
In Abraham's breast, and sealed him
thine?
Which made Paul's heart with sorrow
melt
And glow with energy divine?
"Send the old time power upon us Lord,
And burn out all the dross."

Why a Christian Should not
Take Part in Carnal
Warfare
By ]. L.

Horst

H E results of the W o r l d W a r alone
T
would be sufficient to show to a true
Christian that such a business is not in accordance with the ideals and purposes of
the Christian life. Those of us who can
look back and see, as has been revealed in
the course of years since, the awful falsehood, deception, and intrigue that were
practiced then by those in high stations in
order to inflame the people and instill into
them the necessary hatred in order to carry
on a war, have no difficulty in seeing that
all these things are contrary to the teachings of Christ.
And then when we remember the thou-
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sands of our boys who were killed and injured and the millions whose lives were
snuffed out in all the warring nations, and
the sorrow and want and suffering that
were caused as a result, we see again that
the whole business was anything but living
out the doctrines and precepts of the Christian faith. W e were told then that this
was "a war to end war," and that once it
would be successfully terminated a sort of
golden age would be ushered in, in 'which
the world would be made safe for democracy. The years since, however, have
showed that it failed to accomplish any of
the noble purposes which were claimed for
it, and that the world is far from safe for
democracy or any other form of government, for all human authority seems to be
breaking down.
The wide extent of suffering and unrest
existing to-day, whether economic, social,
or religious, is traced back to the dreadful
nightmare of the W o r l d W a r . W e are
reaping the harvest of that terrible spree
upon which mankind indulged in the years
from 1914 to 1918. And we as Christians
should take a lesson from what we saw
during and since those years and what we
are experiencing now.
But even if we did not have such a forceful object lesson before us we would still
know that the Christian has no right to enr
gage in carnal warfare because of what the
N e w Testament, his rule of life, teaches.
Here are a few examples: "For the weapons
of our warfare are not carnal, but mighty
through God to the pulling down of strong
holds". (II Cor. 10:4). "Dearly beloved,
avenge not yourselves, but rather give place
unto wrath: for it is written, Vengeance is
mine; I will repay, saith the Lord" (Rom.
12:19). "I say unto you, That ye resist not
evil: but whosoever shall smite thee on the
right cheek, turn to him the other also"
(Matt. 5:39). "But I say unto you, Love
your enemies, bless them that curse you,
do good to them that hate you, and pray
for them which despitefully use you and
persecute you" (Matt. 5:44). Here we
have the teaching of both the apostles and
Jesus. Besides we have the example of our
Lord, "who when he was reviled, reviled
not again; when he suffered he threatened
not; but committed himself to him that judgeth righteously" (I Pet. 2:23).
And
Peter also says that He left us an example
that we should follow in His steps. I Pet.
2:21.—Gospel Herald.
It is an awful thing to "offend," or cause
to stumble, a rational creature for whom
Christ died and over whom angels keep
watch and ward. Therefore we should be
exceedingly careful, lest by any act of ours
we lead others into a course of sin or disobedience. Let us remember also that if
we desire to be serviceable to others we
must also be rigidly watchful of ourselves.
—Bishop E. E. Hoss.
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Singing Psalms and Sacred Hymns
By Benjamin

Cassel

H E Psalmist places more stress on the
T
worship of God by singing than other
writers of the Bible. "All the earth shall

To weep and sigh because I'm blind,
I cannot and 1 won't.

worship thee, and shall sing unto thee: they
shall sing to thy name." (Psalms 66:4)
And Paul's letter to the Ephesians 5:19,
"Speaking to yourselves in psalms and
hymns and spiritual songs, singing and
making melody in your hearts to the Lord."
"Converse with one another in the music
of Psalms and in songs of the spiritual life.
Praise the Lord heartily with words and
music." (Moffatt translation.)
If we want to get the full benefit of the
spiritual and the music or melody of the
hymns we wish to sing, we must have the
right musical pitch. Otherwise we may get
the benefit of the sacred hymn, but not of
the music. There is no other means of
grace that draws me closer to "The City I
Have Not Seen" or to what we call Heaven, than to listen to or hear harmony of
voices singing the inspiring sacred hymns
and songs composed by consecrated men
and women of God, whether it be congregational singing or otherwise.

Although she was of a strong religious
bent, she entered into a more definite experience in 1851, at the same time she
united with the Methodist Episcopal
Church. Later on she was married to Alexander Van Alstyne, also blind. As the
author of hymns, however, she retained her
maiden name. She composed the hymn
"Blessed Assurance" and many others.
Twelve or more can be found in our
"Brethren in Christ Spiritual Hymns."
Frances Havergal, who composed the
hymn, first line of which is "I Could not do
without Thee, O Savior of the lost" is
another of the hymn writers. Her history
and Christian experience as she gives them
are very interesting. She was born in the
year 1836 and died in 1879. Rev. J. H.
Gillmore, a Baptist minister, and professor
in the University of Rochester, is the
author of the well known hymn "He Leadeth Me." A. M. Toplady, the author of
the hymn known and loved the world
around, "Rock of Ages Cleft for Me," was
graduated at Trinity College, Dublin, Ireland, and afterward ordained a Clergyman
of the Church of England.
Sarah F.
Adams, who is the authoress of the hymn
"Nearer My God to Thee" is a Unitarian.

Just in recent years I have been trying
to find out who the authors and writers of
the hymns were, and to what religious organization or church they were or are associated with. Ministers sometimes preach
a little sermon on the opening hymn, which
is edifying and helpful. Usually the author
of the text is given; why not of the hymns?
Probably the best known and best loved
of the hymn writers is Charles Wesley,
author of the well known hymn "Jesus,
Lover of M y Soul" and hundreds of
others, on different subjects. It is said
"The Lord of Glory bestowed on Charles
Wesley the high honor of composing the
finest heart hymns in the English language."
The hymn, "Just as I am," which is sung
so often, came to us through Miss Charlotte Elliott. Here is given in part what
Bishop Mcllvaine says in regard to the
hymn: "It is that precious hymn "Just As
I Am, Without One Plea," etc., which so
beautifully expresses the essence of the
Gospel. That hymn contains my religion,
my theology, my hope. It has been my
ministry to preach just what it contains.
Fanny Crosby was born March 24th,
1820, and through an ignorant application
of a poultice to her eyes when she was six
weeks old, her sight was forever destroyed.
At the age of eight years she wrote this
cheerful little poem:
O, what a happy soul am I.
Altho I cannot see,
I am resloved that in this world
Contented I will be.
How many blessings I enjoy
That other people don't.
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If we always knew who the authors are
that composed the songs we sing, probably
we would not be so free to sing them. As
to Revival Hymns, is it not true that the
hymns and tunes used years ago, such as
were sung by that sweet singer Ira D.
Sankey, bring more lasting conviction on
the unsaved than some of the jazz type
tunes and merrily-merry-like songs that
came into use in recent years?
On the other hand it would be equally
ineffective for the unsaved to use the old
"Proved to Wonders," or sing "Dark and
thorny is the desert, through which pilgrims make their way." The singing of
that type of hymns may not even awaken
the sinner from his conditon.
61 Drake Ave., Dayton, O.

Judge Not
The truth has been given to us to feed
our souls and enlarge our hearts and
build up our brethren; some people use it
as a foot-rule with which to measure them.
One of the surest signs of self-satisfaction and spiritual pride and decline is the
judging of others.
It is generally those who have grown the
least that spend the most time measuring
others, like the Corinthians who set about
to measure Paul. How ludicrous and yet
how pathetic the sight of those spiritual

dwarfs attempting to measure that giant.
W e had better leave all the measuring of
others to the Lord. He will do it without
partiality or prejudice. W e are always
biased in our own favor or that of our particular circle.
It is astonishing how big and important
we feel when we are measuring and judging others; it is equally astonishing how
small we feel when we are conscious of being measured by the Lord.
Happy we shall be if we heed the Lord's
words and take the beam out of our own
eyes before we begin to take the mote out
of the eyes of others.
If we judge ourselves, esteem our brethren better than ourselves and pray for
them, we shall please the Lord.—Scripture
Truth.

SPARKS FROM
DIFFERENT ANVILS
By S. G. Engle
Trifles make perfection, but perfection is
no trifle.
Knowing half your subject doesn't help,
it is the other half that counts.
Keep your temper, nobody else wants it.
The best education is that you give yourself.
If you want good service, give it.
•—o—
The perfect man died some time ago,
we don't know when the next will be born.
David was a man after God's own heart,
because he took his side with God against
himself.
—o—•
Saul died a suicide, he took his side with
himself, against God.
—o—
Punish your appetite instead of having
your appetite punish you.
Weakness waits for opportunities, but
strength creates them.
Don't loose your happiness, as it is a
loss hard to regain.
N o wealth is so great as health.
—o—
It is not what you say that counts most,
but how you say it.
The only path of safety and happiness is
prompt, unquestioning obedience to the
commandments of the Lord.—Selected.
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A PERSONAL LETTER
DEAR FRIEND:
We sincerely hope you have enjoyed the
Bi-weekly visits of the Evangelical Visitor
and that it has brought you great blessings
during the past year.
May we fondly hope that you prize it so
highly that you do not wish to be without it
for a single number. We would like to ask
you to do something real nice for us at this
time—something which we will appreciate
more than we can tell in words. If you have
not already sent in your renewal, will you
not please take time now and forward your
remittance.
Doing so you will render a great service
to us and will help the Lord's work during
these trying times.
Kindly do not disappoint us.
Cordially yours,
E. V. PUBLISHING HOUSE
P. S.:

Send the paper to a friend.
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FALLEN ASLEEP
THE DEPARTED
Phil. 1:23
"What are they seeing who are gone
Beyond our darkness to the dawn?
What are they doing who have left
Our world and us forlorn, bereft?
We cannot tell, we only know
That all untouched by pain and woe
They are with Christ; oh, blessed rest!
What fairer lot, what life more blest,
Would we have chosen, if we could,
From all most fair and all most good?
They are with Christ; they see His face,
They know the fullness of His grace.
And they are learning, bright and clear.
The truth we only grope for here.
"But how do we our time employ?
In mourning for our vanished joy?
Or are we growing, day by day,
In grace and wisdom, as are they?
Shall we be worthy of their love
When we shall meet once more, above?
Will mind and heart be tuned to share
Those pleasures pure, that finer air?
Let us forget the little while
Ere we shall see their welcome smile;
Let us press onward, eager, bold,
Until Christ's face we shall behold,
And strive to make our lives more meet
To fall adoring at His feet."
—Annie Johnson Flint.
SHULTZ—Aaron Shultz was born in Lancaster county, Pa., June 19th, 1837 and departed this life at the Messiah Home, Harrisburg,
Pa., April 8, 1932, aged 94 years, 9 months and
19 days.
The deceased was a member of the Brethren
in Christ Church for nearly fifty years.
He was married three times—his last companion preceding him in death about fifteen
years. He is survived by one daughter and a
number of grandchildren and great grandchildren.
Funeral services in charge of Bishop C. N".
Hostetter and Eld. Noah Z. Hess were conducted in the Pequea Church. Interment in
the adjoining cemetery.
BOOK—Sr. Barbara Peters Book, of Hummelstown, Penna., fell asleep in Jesus, on July
10, 1932, aged 85 years, 7 months, 6 days. She
was converted at the age of sixteen and united
with the Brethren in Christ Church. She remained a faithful and loyal member until
death—for 69 years. She was the last of the
old Henry Peters family.
She was united in marriage to Bro. David
Book on Dec. 4„ 1883, by the late Bishop Samuel Books. She is survived by her sorrowing
husband and two step daughters, viz Minnie,
wife of Samuel Shelly of near Elizabethtown,
Pa., and Sue Book residing at home.
Funeral services were conducted by Elders
Clayton M. Engle and Henry K. Kreider, in
the Brethren in Christ Church at Hummelstown and interment took place in the adjoining cemetery.

Read the Bible
H A T difference does reading the
Bible make?
T o answer this question we only need
to look at the evidence as manifested in
the lives of those who read the Bible and
those who do not read it. Psalm 1:1-6
pictures the one who makes the W o r d his
"daily meditation" as a tree planted by
the river of overflowing fresh water, sending its roots deeper and deeper into the

ground and thus receiving a constant supply of that which gives it life and beauty.
This is a beautiful picture of the child
of God who is rooted and grounded in the
W o r d of God, constantly feeding his soul
on that which gives life and beauty of
character. N o t only does reading the Bible affect a man's character, but "whatsoever he doeth shall prosper." The truly
blessed life is a life of beneficence as the
Psalmist shows, "bringeth
forth
fruit."
Most important of all, the reading of God's
W o r d , "is able to make thee wise unto
salvation". Just as all roads were said to
lead to Rome, so all Scripture leads to
Christ our Saviour.
It is said that the superiority of the
Scottish peasantry was the result of their
memorizing large portions of the Bible and
their dwelling in thought upon its teaching, when they awoke early in the morning, when they worked during the day and
when they retired at night. It was the only Book that many of them knew, but it
was the answer to all their
individual
needs.
W h e n e v e r we open the Bible to read,
let this prayer come from our hearts: " O p en Thou mine eyes, that I may behold wondrous things out of T h y Law."
"Within that awful volume lies
The mystery of mysteries!
Happiest they of human race,
T o whom God has granted grace
T o read, to fear, to hope, to pray,
T o lift the latch and force the way;
And better had they ne'er been born,
W h o read to doubt, or read to scorn."
—Publisher Unknown.
REPORTS
(Continued from page 250)
Financial Report for April, May and June
Receipts
A Sister, Penna
$ 5.00
Bethany S. S., Thomas, Okla
35.85
Correction on last year's accounts.....
75
Grassy Springs Cong., Ky
3.70
A Brother, Air Hill Cong., Penna
5.00
Zion S. S., Kansas
15.08
Fairland S. S. Young People's Class
13.50
Robinson Ridge Cong., Ky
2.96
Clara Hutchison, Columbia, Ky
2.00
Bloomington Cong., Ky
85
Evelyn Brumbaugh, Dayton, 0
5.00
Edna Schock, Washington Boro, Pa
2.00
A Brother and Sister, Shippensburg, Pa. 1.00
H. H. Kreider and wife, Campbellt'n, Pa, 5.00
Feyline Ballou, Garlin, Ky
1.00
May Conover, Roy, Ky
1.00
Pleasant Grove Cong., Ky
10.12
Sr. Senseny, Shippensburg, Pa
1.00
Messiah Miss. Circle, Grantham, Pa
14.52
A Sister
1.00
Total receipts
Expenditures
Deficit Apr. 1, '32
Home Evangel;
Table
Telephone
Fuel
Garden
Miscellaneous
Total for Home Evangel
G-arlin:
Car
Table
Fuel
Miscellaneous

J

$126.33
$34.34
$10.88
3.00
5.66
4.11
2.90
$26.55
$44.43
18.20
3.73
4.68

Total for Garlin station
$71.04
Total expenditures
$131.93
Deficit June 30, '32
$ 5.60
Your co-workers in the Master's service,
Albert H. Engle and workers.
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City Missions
Altoona Mission, in charge of Kid. Herman G. Miller and
wire. 613—4th Ave., Altoona, Pa.
Buffalo Mission, 25 llauiey St., In charge or Eld. and Sr.
Earl Bossert.
Chicago Mission—Oo:iu mislead St., in charge of Sarah
Bert and workers. Phone, Wentworth 7122.
Dayton Mission, 601 Taylor St., In charge of Bish. W. H.
Boyer and Sr. Susie Uoyer.
Philadelphia Mission, 3423 N. 2nd St., in charge of Barbara
Hita and workers. Bell Phone, Garlield 6431.
San Francisco Mission, 473 Guerrero St., in charge of Maggie
E. Sollcnberger and workers. Phone, Hemlock 1864.
Wetland Mission, 36 Elizabeth St., Wetland, Out., In charge
of Bishop Jonathan Lyons and wife.

Rural Missions
Bethel Mission, In charge of Eld. and Sr. 1). E. Jennings,
Sylratus, Va.
Mt. Caimel Mission, In charge of Elder II. P. Helaey and
wife, Gladwin, Mich., Star Houte.
Kentucky Mission Field, In charge of Elder Albert Engle and
wife, Garlln, Kentucky.
Houghton Mission, Ontario, in charge of Elder Walter D.
Taylor and wife, Tillsonburg, Ont., K. 1.

Orphanages
Messiah Orphanage, Florin, Pa., Brother Clarence Herr, Steward;
and Sister Susie Herr. Matron.
Jabbok Orphanage, Thomas, Okla.
Mt. Carmel Home, Morrison, III., In charge of Sr. Katie Bollinger and workers.
Old Peoples' H o m e
Messiah Home, in charge of Bro. U. L. and Bister Uattie
Graybill, 1175 Bailey St., Harrisburg, Pa.

Evangelistic Slate
BISH. B. I. WITTER, Des Moines, Iowa.
ELD. HARRY C. CRIDER, Palmyra, l a .
ELD. WM. M. ASPEB, 327 East Orange St.,
Shippensnurg-, Fa.
ELD. W. L. R E I G H A R D , Dallas Center, Iowa
BISH. D. B . EYSTER, Thomas, Okla.
ELD. J. H. BYER, 6039 S. Halsted St., Chicago,
Illinois.
Is open for calls for revival campaigns.
BIBLE CONFERENCE
The Seventh Annual Bible Conference of the
Brethren in Christ Church of Southern Ohio
will be held at Fairview Church, near Englewood, Ohio, August 3, 4 and 5, 1932.
Everyone is cordially invited to attend this
Conference. We solicit your presence, your
prayers and your co-operation.
HABVEST MEETING
The North Franklin District will hold a
Harvest Meeting, Aug. 18th at Air Hill church,
morning and evening session. Everybody welcome.
HABVEST HOME SERVICE
August 27th, in the afternoon at the Fairland Church.

NOTICE
General Conference Minutes have been
mailed out according to our mailing list.
Any District failing to receive same
promptly, or any one desiring extra copies
will address
O. B. ULERY
1325 Maiden Lane, Springfield, O.
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HABVEST MEETING
A harvest meeting is announced to be held
at the New Guilford Church, Pa., Aug. 13, a.m.

in a revival effort the first part of August the
Lord willing The writer, in company with his
wife, Bro. and Sr. D. Byer, and Sr Grace Plum
expect to leave here the latter part of next'
week for Paddockwood, Sask., to start a tenmeeting, and carry on until Bro. Witter arrives, which according to plans should be
about July 14th. The church here is hoping to
launch a work at that place and place a worker there should the Lord so lead. We would
earnestly ask the brotherhood at large to especially remember this effort in your pravers
as well as. both Delisle and Clear View
Yours in Christian love,
Eld. M. A. Winger.

PLEASE NOTICE
The Harvest Home service of the North
Franklin District will be held in the home of
Bro. Walter Nye near Greenvillage, Aug. 18th.
An all day meeting, bring your lunch and enjoy the day with us.
HABVEST HOME SEBVICE
A Harvest Home Service will be held at
Maytown, Pa. Brethren in Christ Church, on
Aug. 6. Everyone is invited to attend and enjoy the services with us.
UPLAND, CALIFORNIA
Tent Meeting's—After three weeks the meetings in the tent located near the church were
closed—prematurely I fear. The attendance
was large throughout. The last evening being the climax when the ushers scarcely found
room in the large tent for all. God graciously gave us souls all through. The last evening several souls who were backslidden
went through with God in deep contrition.
Bro. J. A. Climenhaga gave out the Gospel
with no uncertain, sound. We heard many
things both new and old which all seemed to
appreciate. May God continue to greatly use
our brother.
Enroute East—Bro. and Sr. Allen B. Foote
accompanied by Sr. Foote's father, J. H.
Byer are leaving by auto for the east July 11.
They expect D. V. to hold some meetings in
Oklahoma and Kansas then proceed to the
home of Bro. Foote's parents at Auburn, Ind.
They are expecting to sail for India this fall
where Sr. Foote will again take up her medical work.
—J. H. B. Cor.
KINDERSEEY, SASK.
Say not ye, there are yet four months, and
then cometh harvest, Behold, I say unto you,
Lift up your eyes and look on the fields, for
they are white already to harvest.
On June 3rd, the writer in company with the
brethren, D. Byer, W. Logan, Bro. Logan's
daughter, Ruby, and her Bible school chum
Miss McLeod, felt here for Central Butte,
Sask. This is Bro. Logan's old home where he
homesteaded a number of years ago. He still
has several brothers and a sister living at
this place. Here we held a ten-day revival
and must say we never came in contact with a
people who were so hungry for the Gospel.
The Holy Spirit was faithful in convicting
sinners of their need, and sixteen precious
souls wended their way to the altar, to plead
the mercy of a j u s t God. There were some
very bright conversions. One man, who had
been a slave to the tobacco habit, was saved
one evening, and testified that the appetite
had left him the next morning. He came back
to the services next night looking like a new
man. He also said in his testimony, had he
and his wife not gotten salvation, they would
have been separated in six months' time, as
their home was simply a hell on earth. This
is a sample of the spiritual need of this great
western country. The fields are white already to harvest, but the laborers are few.
The Holiness Societies of this country are far
from adequate to the great need on the western prairies. The people dotted over these
prairies hold out a challenge to the churches
of Eastern Canada and the United States.
"Wont you come over and help us." I fear
there are too many who are at ease in Zion
and cannot hear the Spirit call, while souls are
going down into eternal night.
Now the question arises, what are we going
to do for these people? They need a spiritual
leader. Our church here at Kindersley does
not have a worker for this need.
The last evening we were with these people,
we helped them organize a class to carry on
prayer meetings, and nine homes were open
for these meetings. I would ask the Visitor
family to especially remember these people in
your prayers.
They are meeting every
Wednesday evening for prayer service.
The work here at Clear View is encouraging.
Our number has increased.
We are expecting Bro. Witter to be with us

PHILADELPHIA MISSION
To the Visitor family greeting:
Another three months have gone on record
and we can say that the Lord has been with
us. Since our last report there were those
who obeyed the Lord in baptism and six were
taken into church fellowship.
Our special services over our love feast
time were well attended, and a great uplift to
our souls. We had with us Elders Abner H
Martin, C. N. Hostetter, Jr., Jesse Lady, Rosenberger and others.
Our brethren gave us very inspiring messages which shall not be forgotten, but trust
shall live on and on. Eternity may only be
able to tell the good that may result from
these services. May the Lord richly bless
them as they go to other fields of labor.
We are glad for the interest that is manifested in the various services, Sunday School
Church and Street services. Will you continue to pray for the work and workers?
Financial Beport from Apr. 1, to June 30, '32
Balance on hand April 1, 1932..
$ 8 44
Mr. Nelson Sentz
2 00
Sr. Alma Calder
15 00
Miss Myra Lesher
I'OO
Sr. Verda Moyer
200
Sr. Allene Calder
"" 5^00
Sr. Sarah Gullette
16!oo
Sr. Katie Engle
3.00
Sr. Mayer
i|oo
Sr. Margarett Renwick
2!oO
Bro. and Sr. Joseph Brock
5.00
Sr. Frances Myers
20
Sr. Catherine Brock
3^00
Sr. Rosie Oldham
50
Totail Individual Offerings
Mission Offerings

$55.70
59.35
$.123.49

Expenditures
Groceries, gas bills, laundry supplies,
Incidentals
$101.84

Leaving a balance in Treasury of
$ 21.65
Yours in the Master's service for the
lost of earth,
—Barbara E. Hitz, Mary E. Sentz.
HOME MISSION TREASURER BEPOBT
For April, May and June, 1932
Abner Martin, Treasurer
Bal. on hand Apr. 1, 1932
$1,221.60
Mother and daughter
6.00
A Sister
1.00
Green Spring S. S
6 22
Elizabethtown S. S
220.09
Carland, Mich
19.50
Mary Asper
5.00
Abilene Church, Kans
43.23
Waukena S. S., Cal
8.00
Waukena S. S., Cal
10.00
Valleyview S. S., Cal
7.81
Alida Wolgemuth
20.00
A Sister, Rapho Dist
10.00
Annie Snyder
5.00
Joel E. Carlson and wife
5.00
Miami Dist., Ohio
13.95
Pleasant Hill Cong., Ohio
44.92
Mary Thuma
3.00
West Milton, Ohio, Castle Sec
15.00
Jacob B. Wolgemuth
20.00
Pa. State Council offering
77.82
A Sister who was healed by faith from
mastoids, the operation would have
cost
110.00
Bethel S. S., Kans
10.91
Alfred Rotz
15.00
Emma Enterline
3.00
Emma Enterline
2.00
Highland Cong., Ohio
19.00
Fairland S. S
17.03
Mifflin and Juniatta Dist
13.26
Richland and Ashland Dist., Ohio
11.08
A Sister, Mowersville, Pa
5.00
Maytown S. S
25.55
Beulah Chapel S. S., Ohio
15.82
Shanks Young People's Meeting
5.00
Hebron S. S., Kans
18.44
Chambersburg S. S
20.06
Rosebank S. §., Kans
12.79
Gen. Conf. Offering Cash for U. S.
Treasury
:
130.00
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Harrisburg Cong
47.88
Mastersonville S. S., Pa
332.50
Total Receipts and Bal
$2,576.43
Expenditures
John Minter, 15 trips to Iron Springs..? 37.50
Walter Reighard, rent
33.00
D. W. Brehm, evangelistic service bal.
15.00
Paul MsBeth, rent
36.00
John, 3 mo. house rent for services
24.00
Abram K. Landis for help on Flourtown Church lot
40.00
Phone and Telegram at Gen. Conf
5.88
E. V. Pub. House, Mission Visitors
38.00
Paul McBeth, rent
36.00
Henrv P. Heisey, deficit
40.00
Albert H. Engle, Evangelistic Services
24.00
Albert H. Engle, allow, on auto
150.00
John Minter, 13 trips to Iron Springs..
32.50
Jesse Lady, evangelistic service at Ky.
and car fare
54.10
D. E. Jennings, evangelistic services....
20.00
Workers allowance
920.00
Total expenditures
$1,505.98
Balance on hand July 1, 1932
1,070.45
CANADIAN REPORT
Tor April, May and June, 1932

August 1, 1932

10.00
$ 213.85

of preaching with little apparent results.
Our next location was at Goodin's Cross
roads, about seven miles from Garlin, where
we had the last tent meeting last season. Bro.
Jesse Lady served as evangelist in this meeting most of the time. He proclaimed the Gospel message simply and effectively and won a
warm place in the hearts of the people. Above
all, the blessed Savior won a place in the
hearts of about 25, many of whom are fathers
and mothers. We have heard definite testimonies of changed lives.
Several times we had special messages in
song by six sisters from one family most of
whom were saved or reclaimed recently at
Goodin's Crossroads. These sisters were blest
in their youth by a family altar—pray that
they will all have a family altar in their
homes. God blest the baptismal service which
followed as 10, mostly adults followed the
Lord in baptism. Four others are to follow in
another baptismal service soon. The victories
gained here, so soon after the word was
started in this community, are very significant
in view of the very strong prejudice with
which we have had to contend at this place.
The meeting was continued a few days after
Bro. Lady was obliged to leave, the writer, and
then Bish. Eyster after he arrived, doing the
preaching.
Several definite victories were
gained during these few days. There are several applications for membership in the
Brethren in Christ Church as a result of these
meetings.
Upon the close of these meetings the tent
was again moved on the north side of Green
River on Hovious ridge, a couple miles beyond Home Evangel and Knifley. The revival
wave had been continuing after the Knifley
meeting, in preaching services and prayermeetings, mostly at the latter conducted by
the Home Evangel sisters, there were 25
souls saved on Robinson Ridge. Others were
saved in other services. The new location of
the tent meeting, being within reach of most
of these people, started off with seekers from
the beginning. The writing of this report being belated, we are privileged to make this advance report that during the first eleven days
of this meeting, with Bish. D. R. Eyster as
evangelist, there have been nearly sixty souls
who have received definite help at the altar
of the tent. A fuller report by the Home
Evangel sisters will probably soon appear in
the Visitor.
We would include in this report a word of
appreciation for the services of Bro. Leslie
Tucker as song leader and tent caretaker. During and since Bro. Hostetter's meetings here
last summer, he has been sounding new depths
in grace and has united with the Brethren in
Christ Church. He has been proving a valuable asset to the tent work. We would also
express a sincere word of appreciation for the
services of a group of consecrated young people from southern Ohio in the tent meeting at
Hovious Ridge. May the work of the Church
be blest with many more such as these: Samuel Hoover, Clarence Gramm, Martha Hoover,
and Elsie Paulus.
During the remarkable tent meeting at Hovious Ridge we have been busily employed with
the work on this side of the river. (We have
made the trip, 20 miles or more, a few times.)
We have visited many of the recent converts,
attended the applications for church membership, conducted our regular appointments, and
tried to catch up with home duties. The Lord
blest a regular Sunday night appointment at
Grassy Springs recently with two earnest
seekers who made bright professions. One of
of them had to make a number of confessions
to people of the community before she could
get through. We are praying for a real revival in this community and others where we
are working.
We would express our appreciation for the
liberality of those who have enabled us to
send in so favorable a financial report as we
are this quarter. May the Lord bless each
and every one and help you to feel that you
really have a share in this great work. Do
not forget your still more effective means of
assistance—prayer. We need your prayers
that we may have wisdom and spiritual power
in the administration of the work.
We are receiving enquiries from sewing
circles and charitable persons or associations.
Donations of most any kind of necessary articles of clothing for the home can be used very
advantageously in our work among very poor
families.
A large donation of ornamental trees and
shrubbery was made by Bro. and Sr. Ohmer U.
Herr of Clayton, Ohio. The premises of Garlin and Home Evangel have been much beautified by his liberal donation. May the Lord
bless them abundantly. Donations of provisions were made by: Lottie Goodin. Feyline Ballou, W. F. Allison and wife. Luther Reynolds
and wife, Porter Perkins. Mrs. Ezra Perkins,
W. R. Goodin and wife, Harvey Lewis.
(Continued on page 248)
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Cyrus A. Winger, Treas., Macha Mission, Africa. Paid in full
$ 213.85
One Hundred and Fifty Pounds Sterling or
$533.25 has been drawn from the African
School Fund of $2330.88 for the launching of a
Home for the Superintendent and Missionaries'
Children in Bulawayo.
Graybill Wolgemuth, Treas.

CANADIAN FOREIGN MISSION OFFERINGS
April 15-May IS, 1932
D. VV. Heise, Can. Treas.
Wainfleet Dist.
Wainfleet Cong., M: A. C
$200.00
Cheapside Cong
12.25
Nottawa Dist.
Sixth Line Cong
62.66
Sixth Line S. S
24.82
Sixth Line Conf. Pledge
50.00
Waterloo Dist.
Rose Bank Cong., O. C
5.00
Rose Bank Cong
20.00
Maple Grove Cong., Mrs. S
5.00
Black Creek Dist.
Bertie Cong
126.00
Bank Interest

A. E. Riegle, Treasurer
April 1, Cash balance on hand
$ 308.24
Cheapside S. S. offering
15.42
Sr. Eltherington (Conf. Pledge)
3.00
Markham Dist., offering
85.16
A Bro. (Bertie Dist. Conf. Pledge)
5.00
Clearview Church Offering, Sask
60.00
A Bro., Clarence Centre
1.65
Nottawa Dist. offering
64.50
Bro. and Sr. Blake Weaver
5.00
A Sister, Markham (Conf. Pledge) ....
5.00
Wainfleet S. S
26.22
Gen. Conf. offering
45.00
Bro. Hogg (Conf. Pledge )
2.00
A Sister, Bertie
25.00
Total Receipts
$ 651.19
Expense
Eld. J. Lyons and Workers, (allow.)....? 80.00
Eld. W. D. Taylor and wife, (allow.)
40.00
Eld. M. Winger, trip to Paddockwood
15.00
Houghton, deficit
100.00
Total exp
$ 235.00
Cash balance, July 1
$ 416.19
FOREIGN MISSION FINANCIAL REPORT
(Continued from page 255)
Mayton S. S., Donegal Dist., Pa
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62.31

Total Receipts
$5,820.41
Expenses from General Fund
Maintenance to India
$1,500.00
For purchasing of land, by resolution
of Conference, Page 34, Sec. 4, Conference Minutes of 1932
200.00
Part Maintenance to Africa
900.00
For erection of Memorial School Bid.
also found in Conf. Min. same Page 800.00
Missionaries Ocean Passage to and
from Field
1,788.75
Furloughed Missionaries Allowance..- 125.00
Secretary to Conference and return
115.00
Secretary for Cablegrams, Stationery,
Stamps, Etc
10.00
Interest paid on Annuities
17.75
Committee on Reference and Council..
11.88
Pub. House for Primers and E. Visitors to Field
31.25
Traction Repairs for Africa
45.13
Total Exp
$5,544.76
India Receipts
Grantham Missionary Circle, Grantham, Pa. (Native Teacher)
$ 162.50
Airhill S. S., Pa
12.00
Manheim S. S., Pa., (Two Orphans)....
70.00
Locke S. S., Nappanee, Ind., (Propagation)
10.00
Sr. A. J. Heise, Hamlin, Kans. (Orphanage)
50.00
Infant Class of Mechanicsburg S. S.,
Pa., (Paul)
35.00
Sr. Ida Lenhert, Hope, Kans. (Beli) ....
5.00
Missionary Endeavor S. S. Class of
L a n e , Pa., (Romani)
35.00
Pequea S. S., Pa., (Supaul Mission)....
29.60
Lancaster S. S., Pa., (Supaul Mission)
18.32
Manor S. S., Pa. (Supaul Mission)
22.56
Flourtown S. S., Pa., (Widow Shanti)..
15.00
Dallas Center S. S., Iowa
18.61
$ 483.59
Eld. Charles E. Engle, Treas., Saharsa,
India. Paid in full
$483.59
African Receipts
Grantham Missionary Circle, Grantham, Pa. (Native Teacher)
$ 162.50
Locke S. S., Nappanee, Ind
10.00
Dallas Center S. S., Iowa
21.35
Friend of Missions
10.00
Boys' Class of Buffalo Mission S. S.,

$505.73
11.59
$517.32

MOORETOWN, MICHIGAN
Greetings in the precious name of J e s u s :
We have entered another year for service in
the Master's vineyard. God only knows if we
will see the close before He comes. If he does
tarry His coming that long, Lord help us to
make it the best year we have ever experienced. By His help we can: with Paul "I can
do all things through Christ who strengtheneth me."
We opened the Conference year with victory in our souls and a will to do His will.
From June 21st to July 1st we conducted a
Daily Vacation Bible School being assisted by
Bro. William Engle, Bro. Jesse Eyster and Sr.
Martha Sentz. Sixty-eight were enrolled in
the school with an average attendance of almost forty.
We express the sentiment of
pupils and faculty in the fact that the two
weeks were well spent.
The last week of the school we also had
services in the evening conducted by our
evangelist Bro. Eyster and Bro. Engle as song
leader.
On Sunday evening of July 3rd we started
our tent meeting. The location being ten and
a half miles from the home church and a half
mile from the new appointment started last
fall. Each Sunday morning Bro. Eyster spoke
in the Mooretown Church. •
At the d o s e of the meeting we were privileged to have with us many of the brethren
from the other parts of our Michigan church
to join us in our spring love feast.
God blessed in all the services from beginning to end. Twelve precious souls bowed at
the altar of prayer, most of them came
through with definite answer to their soul's
greatest need. Three went forward in baptism and united with us in church fellowship,
others expressed their desire to follow as the
Lord opens the way.
In closing we wish to express our appreciation for service rendered by Bro. Eyster and
Bro. Engle, but words fail us. Bro. Engle expects to return to Ohio in the near future.
Bro. Eyster will be with us in Michigan in two
more meetings. At the present time he is with
the Carland brethren and will be there till
August 7th. From there he goes to Gladwin,
and will be there from August 17th to Sept.
4th. Let us hold him up a t a throne of grace.
Yours in His service,
Eld. Samuel and Lois Lady,
Sandusky, Michigan.
KENTUCKY MISSION
"Salvation is of the Lord," and we are
thankful that the Lord is willing to give it to
all who meet the simple Gospel conditions.
What a privilege it is that we redeemed souls
can proclaim the terms of salvation to those
who are still unsaved.
It has been the privilege of the Brethren in
Christ Mission in Ky. to witness scores meeting these Gospel terms and get saved during
the past few weeks. Praise the Lord! The
privilege of attending General Conference not
being open to the mission workers here, we
began to meet the urgent calls for tent meetings in May. We had our first meeting on
the north side of Green River, at Knifley, near
Home Evangel. The report of this meeting
has already appeared in the Visitor. How refreshing it was to see about forty souls pray
through in eight days after nearly three weeks
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Bridging the Chasm
OR several days the little group of
pioneers had been fleeing from the
pursuing band of Indians. Caught in a surprise attack, a small band of perhaps a dozen had managed to escape from their red
assailants, and sought safety in flight. Escape seemed to be out of the question,
owing to the persistent manner in which
the Indians kept on their trail.
Four days"had -passed, and the fight and
chase continued. The white men had retreated farther and farther into the rocky
hills where it became more difficult for the
Indians to follow their trail.
"It's hopeless to think of throwing them
off the trail," declared Seth Brown who
had assumed the leadership of the fugitives.
"Their expert trailers can easily follow
the path taken by a dozen men. I've lived
among them many years, and I know what
they can do. The only thing for us to do
is,to keep ahead of them if we can."
The situation became more desperate,
and the white men realized that the inevitable end was approaching. Their faces assumed a more grim look as this truth gripped them. Life was something which they
could expect to retain for but a short period. The end was reached when they came
to a deep chasm across which there was no
bridge.
"Men," said Seth, "we have reached an
impassable chasm.
The Indians have
driven us towards it, knowing they had us
trapped when we reached this point. I am
positive they have split their band into
three groups. One is approaching us from
the rear, one from the right, and one from
the left. The chasm lies ahead. Thirty
feet of space, and no way to bridge it.
W a i t a moment! I have an idea! Let's see
if we can find a strong vine."
Rapid search found what they were looking for,—a long climbing vine about fifty
feet in length, and as large around as an
arm.
"I'll fasten the small end around me,"
said Seth. "Then you lower me into the
chasm. I'll swing back and forth until I
can reach those projecting rocks on the
other wall. If I can fasten the vine to one
of them, you can all cross the chasm on
the vine bridge."
W i t h renewed hope, the men entered into this plan of escape. Back and forth they
swung their leader, giving added impetus
to each swing. Higher and higher they
swung him, nearer and nearer he came to
the projecting rocks. Almost that time,—
next time,—ah, his fingers just brushed the
rock! Hurrah! A shout went up—Seth
had grasped the rock and pulled himself
up on the farther side.
W i t h hurried fingers the vine was made
fast on both sides, and the way of escape
was prepared.

F

"I'm coming back across to test it,"
Seth declared, suiting action to his words.
Hand over hand he came back across the
deep chasm. "It's all right, boys. Cross
over one at a time."
One after another they crossed the
chasm to safety. Seth stood on guard until the last man had crossed.
"Loosen that end of the rope for a moment," commanded Seth, and the men obeyed, wondering what their leader had in
mind. Seth pulled the vine to him, then
cast it into the depth of the chasm. "It
is necessary to prevent the Indians from
crossing the same way. Goodby, men. It
meant the life of one or of all. M y death'
has made it possible for you to escape.
The chasm will make an effectual barrier to
your enemies."
It was a superb act of bravery when this
noble leader laid down his life that his comrades might escape from deadly enemies.
T o those who were saved, there was such
a depth of meaning to it that words could
never fully express their heartfelt emotion.
T o their dying day they never tired of telling of the wonderful sacrifices which Seth
Brown had made for them.
Come now with me and we will look upon another scene. Mankind stands on the
brink of an impassable chasm. Sin envelops them, death lies before them. There
is safety with God across the chasm, but
the black chasm separates God and man.
W h o can bridge the chasm? Man cannot
do it. The chasm is too wide and deep.
Prayers, good deeds, character, human effort,—they all fail. W h a t man cannot do,
Jesus did. He bridged the chasm, and made
it possible for man to reach God. He provides the only way, for "there is one God,
and one Mediator between God and men,
the Man Christ Jesus; who gave Himself a
ransom for all, to be testified in due time"
(I Tim. 2:5.)
This bridge cost Christ His own precious
Blood, and is always available for whosoever will cross by it. Are you one of
those who have crossed by faith to God,
having accepted Jesus Christ as the way of
salvation? There is no other way for
"neither is there salvation in any other: for
there is none other name under heaven
given among men, whereby we must be
saved" (Acts 4:12). Bridging the chasm
meant death to Jesus Christ, but it means
life to you if you accept this God-appointed way of escape from sin to salvation.
—L. L. Wightman in John Three Sixteen.
This man who came with nothing but
love in His heart stirred up more towering
hate than any other man in history.—Rev.
S. Shoemaker, Jr.
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Saved in a Blacksmith's Shop
"ID V E R Y door was closed against the
-"-*' Gospel of Christ, the devil seemed determined that his slaves should not hear
the glad tidings of full and free salvation, in
that dark parish at any rate. The only
available place was a blacksmith's shop,
after the day's work was over. So it was
transformed into a meeting-place each evening, and seated with planks. Horses were
shod and farm implements repaired during
the day, and at night, sinners heard the
joyful message of God's salvation, and
passed from death to life. The sound of
this very quickly spread abroad, large
crowds gathered there, and great work was
done for eternity.
Out of pure curiosity, I walked down to
the blacksmith's shop one night, to see the
strange proceedings -there. I got a seat
close by the large bellows, and thought I
would escape unnoticed. The preacher
had scarcely begun his discourse, when I
perceived someone had told him all about
me. He described my career, and even my
secret life, as if he had got a minute description of it. I was angry at first, but,
as he went on, I saw it was impossible
anyone could have told him some of the
things, as no one knew them but myself—
and God. Yes, that forced itself upon me.
God knew my secret life. I trembled at
the thought. And then I must meet Him,
sooner or later. I vowed I would never
enter that blacksmith's shop again, but
when the hour came I was there. Somehow, I could not stay away. I know now
it was because God had hold of me, by
His W o r d and Spirit. I was deeply awakened, but how to be saved I knew not. I
had heard of people being converted, but
laughed at it. Now, I wished from my
heart, I could be saved. A young farmer
spoke to me at the close, one night. Sitting
down by my side, he read John 5:24 several
times. I was afraid to say I believed, lest
it might be a sham, but I think I wanted to
feel I had got the new life, before believing in Christ. "Believing and having go
together," said the young farmer: "God
says it—surely that's enough." "Yes, it is
enough,"
I said, and, believing God, I
was saved.
Reader, you may know that you are
saved as you read this. Pause and think
what it means. Salvation is in Christ, the
knowledge and assurance of it comes
through believing God's W o r d .
Christ
makes the believing sinner safe, the W o r d
makes him sure. "These things have I
written unto you that believe on the Name
of the Son of God that ye may know that
ye have eternal life" (I John 5:13).—Sel.
They who seem the most tried are not
always those that have the sharpest warfare.—Selected.
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NEWS FROM FOREIGN LANDS
Names and Addresses
FOREIGN

MISSIONARIES

Africa
MATOPO
Elder and Mrs. L. B. Steckley, Elder and Mrs. C. F. Eshelman,
Mrs. Sallie K. Doner, Matopo Mission, Bulawuyo, S. Rhodesia, South Africa.
MTSHABEZI
Eider and Mrs. W. 0. Winger, Miss Sadie Book, Mrs. Naomi
Lady, Miss Mary Brenaman, Miss Lois Frey, Mtshahezi Mission, Private Bag, Bulawayo, S. Rhodesia, South Africa.
WANEZI
Elder anD Mrs. H. J. Frey, Waned Mission, Filabusi, S. Rhodesia, South Africa.

As cold waters to a thirsty
soul, so is good news
from a far country.
Prov. 25:25.

Miss Anna Eyster, Sikalongo Mission, Choma, N. Rhodesia,
South Africa.

India
SAHARSA
Saharsa, B. N. W. By., Dist. Bhagalpur, India, Elder and Mrs.
A. D. M. Dick, Elder and Mrs. Charles Engle. Miss Anna
M. Steckley.
SUPAUL
Supaul, B. N. W. Ry., Dist. Bhacalnur, India, Elder and Mrs.
G. E. Paulus, Miss B. Ella Cayman.

Home on Furlough

MACHA
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Winger, Miss Anna R. Engle, Miss Annie M.
Winger, Macha Mission, Choma, N. Riiodesia, South Africa.

Miss Martha Kauffman, Livingstone Hospital, Leyton, E. 10,
London, England.
Eld. R. U. Mann, Mountville, Pa. Care (i. J. Mann.
Miss Effie Rohrer, Ludlow Falls, Ohio.

SIKALONGO
Elder and Mrs. Myron Taylor. Mr. and Mrs. Cecil I. Cullen,

Elder and Mrs. H. H. Brubaker, 317 S. High St., Mechanicsburg, Pa.

India News Notes—June

and beneficial to them after these strenuous
hot days on the plains.

By K. L. Engle
V E R A L Bible women of the English
S EBaptist
Mission in Patna are spending
their vacation in Saharsa. They are living
in the teachers' quarters of the Girls' Orphanage. The eldest of the two is a retired worker and is now living on a pension, while the other is still an active Bible
woman. They find Saharsa quit different
from Patna, as here there are no good
roads, spots of beauty, parks, beautiful
buildings and no large bazaar in which to
shop. They will return about the first of
July to Patna.
A few days ago Sr. Dick, Sr. Engle and
the two Bible women from Patna went to
a Brahmin village to visit. Sr. Dick had
been going there previously on regular visits in evangelistic work; hence the people
gave a hearty welcome. At the first home
visited, an attractive handmade quilt embroidered with Indian designs, was spread
on a bed in the courtyard for the missionaries to sit on. Crowds of children, boys
and girls and a number of women gathered
in around the bed. After singing a song for
them, Sr. Dick gave a short talk. A number of S. S. cards were given out. The
children are very eager for them and often
try to get a second or third picture card
by hiding the other ones behind them.
Then the group of four followed by
children and women went to another set of
huts. Here again a song was sung and
cards given out. Again off to a third group
of huts and here a short message was given
by the elderly Bible woman from Patna. A
number of children in the village were suffering from infected eyes and were urged
to come to the dispensary; however very
often they never take the trouble to bring a
sick child or even a bottle for medicine. At
all three places the women urged the missionaries to stay longer but dusk was fast
coming on when they left the last home.
The two families who had been engaged

in evangelistic work and who were living
in Madhipura have returned to Saharsa for
the rainy season. There they are forced
to remain at home because of the high
water, while here at Saharsa they can continue in their work for at least part of the
wet months.
In a few days Luke Thoma, the orphanage boy who returned to Supaul for his
vacation will be going back to the Mennonite Mission at Dhamtari to take up his
second year of study. This year he will
enter the hospital and learn compounding
under Dr. Troyer. Pray that this boy may
develop a strong Christian character as
well as apply his mind to this training.
A short time ago Bro. Paulus made a
trip to Baljora to visit the outstation. Several preachers are stationed there one of
whom conducts a day school. At present
the attendance in the school is not as large
as it was previously. The planting season
is near and the children are not urged to
come. Results seem rather encouraging at
this place for three people are now asking
for baptism.
Bro. Paulus has held several magic lantern meetings recently in and around Supaul. These have been given at the request
of the people themselves. W e feel thankful that some few desire to learn more
about the religion of Jesus Christ. The set
of pictures on the Life of Christ is shown
more frequently than any other; however
three or four incomplete sets and a collection of miscellaneous pictures are sometimes shown. Additional sets of Bible pictures for the magic lantern could be well
used.
Bro. and Sr. Dick left on the twentieth
of this month for Darjeeling on hill leave.
A change and rest will be very welcome

On the sixteenth another wedding took
place at Saharsa. Lois, a girl who has
been in the orphanage for some years was
married to Silas Henri of Dhumeria. The
marriage ceremony was performed in the
church by Bro. Dick. Shortly after the
service a wedding feast was given in the
Girls' Orphanage. A number of friends
and relatives came from Supaul and Baljora to witness the wedding. The bridal
pair accompanied by Jacob Bentel, Mrs.
Daniel and several others left in the evening by train, journeying only a short distance where they stopped for the night.
In the morning they resumed their trip going by boat up the Kosi river. They arrived at the groom's home in the evening.
There another feast was held in honor of
the marriage.
The bride is a very fine dependable girl
and will be greatly missed in the orphanage. W e believe that if she remains stedfast she will be a useful and helpful Christian woman in that community. D o not
forget to pray for this newly married
couple.
W e are glad to report that all the missionaries and children are enjoying fair
health at present. Last month mention was
made about Ishmael being sick and now at
this writing he is quite well again. One of
the orphanage girls who had a spell of malaria fever is now up and out again.
William Wilberforce, speaking of the Bible, said, "Through all my perplexities and
distresses I seldom read any other book
and rarely felt the want of any other. It
has been my hourly study."
The earth and all the inhabitants thereof
are dissolved: I bear up the pillars of it.
Selah. I said unto the fools, Deal not foolishly; and to the wicked, Lift not up the
horn. Psa. 75:3-4.
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Wanezi Mission
Filabusi, South

Rhodesia

love least for the southern part of
O URInsiza
District was held at the Siwazi
School on M a y 14th and 15th. This is
the most southern school in the district, being about thirty-five miles southwest of
Wanezi. W e left the mission at daybreak,
reaching our destination about 9 a. m. On
our way we passed numbers of parties from
the different schools, wending their way to
the place of meeting, some on bicycles, but
the greater number walking, carrying their
blankets and extra clothing on their heads.
T w o dear old sisters who were unable to
walk came in a two wheeled cart,—the rear
half of an old motor car—drawn by donkeys. Some of these Christians had left
home on Friday, sleeping on the way.
The time for meeting had been announce for 11 a. m. and Ntabeni Sibanda,
the Siwazi teacher was prompt in ringing
the bell to call the people together. Soon
the large pole and dagga building was well
filled, literally packed, with worshippers
from the six schools in this part of Insiza
Dist. All joined heartily in songs of praise
and adoration to Him who hath saved us.
After the sermon by Masotsha Sibanda, we
had a precious season of testimony meeting.
W e wish you might have heard these witnesses, testifying to the saving grace of
God. They spoke in quick succession, a
number standing at one time. But there
was not time for all who were eager to
witness for Christ. There were a number
of applicants for baptism. These had been
accepted from among many others as being
ready, but now at this united meeting each
name was again brought before the native
church for approval.
It was quite late in the afternoon, when
the final service at church was dismissed
and the congregation turned toward the
Siwazi River less than a mile away. By
the time the rite of holy baptism had been
administered to forty-two souls it was
nearly dark. It was encouraging to note
that half the number baptized were men
and boys. In many places the men are
in the minority. Some of the younger ones
were the children of some of our older
Christians.
Others were from heathen
homes. Pray for them that they may be
kept.
W e met at 8 a. m. on Sunday for the ordinance of feet-washing, and communion
service. About one hundred thirty partook
of the sacred emblems. It was a precious
service. After breakfast near the noon
hour, we again met when twelve children
were publicly dedicated to the Lord. Then
followed preaching where God's presence
was again manifested.
After the close of the meeting the people
were eager to turn their steps homeward.
Some were able to reach home that night,
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but many had to sleep along the way again.
The Siwazi members did well in providing
shelter and food for their visitors. They
had built two large enclosures with branches of trees—one for the men, and one for
the women which gave protection from the
cold wind. Plenty of meal was provided,
also meat, pumpkins, and water melons.
The people from visiting schools cooked
the food, each school usually forming one
group. W e too, were given a choice piece
of raw beef, a fowl, vegetables, melons, and
milk. On our return on Monday, as we
passed Dekezi School, the teacher, Zwanizwani and wife brought us a beautifully
roasted chicken, hot from the kettle. It
was brought in a nice clean bowl. W e did
very much appreciate this little act of love.
It was rather late in the afternoon, when
we reached home, but we very soon had a
tempting dinner ready. The fowl was very
tasty, as nicely done as we could have done
it.

same. Again he awoke, the third time he
dreamed the same, "Yes" he said "I told a
lie. I have grain, I have cattle, I have
fowls, I have good clothes." He asked
pardon, and said he would also help in offerings. The second one's confession, was
similar. He said "I even have a Scotch
cart." • This then brought more conviction
and two older brethren who had neglected
their offerings for several years arose voluntarily and also said they had done wrong,
and wanted to do better. Since then one
of these last two has given an ox and the
other a goat.

During the examination of applicants for
baptism on Saturday, the question of offerings was brought up. Some of them had
given little or nothing in support of the
work. The question with the discussion
brought conviction to many of the members
who had not been doing their duty in the
line of giving. Some confessed; others exhorted; a number of the leading members
spoke under the unction of the Spirit showing the Christian's duty and privilege. Yes,
and also the blessings of giving. One said
if a man has two suits and does not give
offerings, he is robbing God; if he has a
bicycle, a Scotch cart, cattle, fowls, or gardens, and says he has nothing to give, he
is untruthful.
It had been the cry of some that because
of the depression, it was all they could do
to make a living and there was nothing
they could give. One brother arose and
spoke very earnestly saying that though
money is scarce there were very few among
them who could not give a shilling a month,
or half that amount. He finally said if
there were any here who were too poor to
give anything to the Lord's work, he would
be willing to pay twelve shillings for them
for this year. T w o arose saying they were
of that class. "All right" said the brother, "If that is truly your position, I mean
what I say, I shall pay twenty-four shillings for you two." But he again emphasized what was said before, that if they had
any possessions except what they really
needed to support life, they were not too
poor to give something.
These two brethren arose the following
morning before communion service and
confessed that they had misrepresented
things. One said he had been unable to
rest. During the night he dreamed a great
One came to him saying, "You told a lie
when you said you couldn't give" then he
awoke. Again he slept and dreamed, ,.the

Bro. Frey has been visiting some of the
congregations since the meeting, and in
each school there is evidence of the Spirit's
working. In nearly every testimony meeting, some speak about the conviction which
came to them at the love feast and now
want to do their part in supporting the
work. One brother who had been delinquent came recently, saying he did not
have money, but was willing to work as
many months as necessary to make up his
lack of a shilling per month for a number of
past years. One school which we feared
would have to close because of lack of support is reviving. At another school, the
teacher says, the members are stirred, one
meeting lasting until late in the day. They
too express their desire to assist the work
financially. W h e n the natives become lax
on this line, not only does the work suffer,
but they themselves lose the joy and victory in their own souls as well as many material blessings. T w o dear sisters were
telling me recently of their rich blessings
in basket and store, as well as in soul since
they began to give systematically to God's
work.
Will you not earnestly pray that this
time of world depression when support
from other sources is much reduced may
become a means of great blessing to the
native church in helping her to feel and
bear a far greater responsibility than ever
before in supporting her own work; and
not only so, but that she may learn the rich
blessings of giving and thus enlarge her
vision sufficiently to see the needy fields
beyond the horizon and become a live missionary church.
Your sister in Christ,
Emma M. Frey.

Macha Mission Notes—May
By Anna JR. Engle
T H E SUNDAY SCHOOL
H E R E has been an appreciable inT
crease in attendance this quarter on
the part of children from the villages. Apparently this is the result of a little scheme
we had contrived to draw them. Seeing
the Sunday School was not reaching these
children to the extent it should, we an-
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nounced that they would be given small
cards which they could trade for certain
other things. Especially in the little girls'
class has the response been good, the number having increased to thirty-five about
two thirds of whom are children from surrounding villages. Please join us in prayer that our Sunday School boys and girls
may early turn to Jesus. Some few weeks
ago one of the younger girls took a stand
for the Lord, that is one of the village
girls; we feel this means even more than
a new mission girl taking the Christian
way.

to adopt a definite policy of double tuition
T O T H E HILLS
The school girls had been promised an for such. This year there was no tuition,
outing. It was to have been during the next year a small fee or its equivalent in
time of green mealies, but it did not take native produce or labour at the mission
place until later; so instead of roasting ears will be required. W i t h no greater school
they were given sweet potatoes of which spirit amongst girls here we cannot tell
likewise they are very fond. W e left the . what effect this will have. Will you pray,
mission about mid-day Friday, the majority and that definitely and very earnestly, that
of the girls went on foot, a few others the girls about us may really be awakened?
and the missionaries rode in a big wagon W e cannot have Christian native homes
(somewhat like a hay wagon at home) without Chrisitian wives and mothers. I
drawn by six oxen. After a few hours we was quite pleased about a week ago to
reached the spot for camping, just African listen to the plan of one of the older girls
bush veldt, yet picturesque to such who for part of the holidays, school closes 10th
appreciate it, and quiet. After our eve- of June. She plans to take several other
ning meal, gathered about a big camp fire Christian girls home with her and then go
we had prayers together. Later the girls out among the people holding services and
played native games, some of us joining. trying to interest girls in school.
It was a lovely moonlight night and many
SISTER T A Y L O R ' S F A R E W E L L
entered in with much zest and noise. But
W e were very happy to have Sister
at last we said good-night and retired, right
out under God's open heavens. The next Taylor and Anna with us here at Macha
morning after prayers we let the girls en- for a fortnight before they leave the coungage in competitive games and awarded try. W e cannot adequately express the
prizes. During an interlude in the games loss to the work of the Brethren in Christ
we all had breakfast, afterwards the girls Mission in Northern Rhodesia in the loss
bathed in a nearby stream and washed their of Brother and Sister Taylor. The Lord's
dresses for Sunday. Before packing up for will be done. Surely it is a real challenge
the return trip we gave them a little treat to us who remain, all young workers now,
of cornbread and tea, after which they to do what we can in pushing the battle
drew near in a body and said "Thank you." forward. Oh that more at home might
W e reached the mission Saturday evening. catch the vision! One of the most touching incidents during Sister Taylor's stay
here was her farewell to the native congreCHIMUKA AND HER SCHOOLgation. You will remember she and Sister
MATES
Chimuka was our runaway during the Davidson were our pioneers to this counmonth of May. The school as a Girls' try, the mothers of the Macha work, and
Boarding School has greatly exceeded the both are held in loving, grateful rememnumber we might have set as a modest brance in the hearts of natives here.
estimate for the first year and we thank
Sister Taylor gave the messages that
God for this response. At the opening
day, the burden of which was "Let us run
last August there were twenty boarders
with patience the race that is set before us"
and a few day students, now there are
and it found a response in hearts. Anna
thirty-six boarders and four village girls.
also gave a very much appreciated short
Girls' schools in Northern Rhodesia are
message. Afterwards the native brethren
perhaps ten or twenty years behind Southand sisters were allowed time to speak and
ern Rhodesian Girls' schools. There is
one of them presented Sister Taylor with
still quite a feeling against girls going to
an offering from the church of about
school, but a few seem to be awakening.
twenty-five shillings which might repreHowever, first entrance into the school
sent—were we to consider capability—in
does not promise much; after a time here,
home congregations that number multiif it is not the Utopia she anticipated, some
plied by ten or twenty dollars. It was a
morning the girl may be missing. Inquiry
very precious meeting, a time of blessing
or report apprises us of the fact that she
and tears; during the prayer following, one
has run away. During the year eleven of
of the native sisters for a short time seemed
the girls who came desiring to enter school
to be praying in tongues in which one's
ran away. Of these, one was brought back
spirit had fellowship. God was very near,
by her mother, three returned when sent
it was a day long to be remembered.
for and are completing the term—Chimuka
is one of these. T w o returned—one of
KRAAL V I S I T I N G .
whom worked out her two weeks' punishDuring the month different ones were out
ment, again entering school—and ran away
again; they were not sent for a second time. to native villages, and there were some en-,
One who had run away near the end of couraging and responsive meetings. At a
last term came of her own accord at the place perhaps ten miles distant, one night
opening of this term but was refused en- there were a goodly number of hands for
trance. Some were not sent for and others prayer. Sister Taylor visited different of
the nearby villages. She was quite broken
refused to return.
up at one place where we had a little servW i t h neither parents in some cases nor ice around the evening fire with the people
government compelling the return we plan among whom were several' backslidden

HAJANJIYA
Perhaps you wonder what that peculiar
looking word can mean. It is only another
of our numerous peculiar Tonga names.
This especial one belongs to a one-legged
man of the Macha congregation, who despite the fact of his crude wooden leg is
quite a regular attendant at services. Indeed we should miss the thump, thump,
thump of that leg with its iron ring as the
people file out of the church, were Hajanjiya no longer one of them. His leg was
amputated below the knee, and that portion protrudes as the bent knee rests in the
groove of the wooden leg. He lives three
miles from the mission, walks here and
back, yet to Hajanjiya the first part of this
month was awarded the prize for the most
regular attendance in Sunday School during
last year. The gift was very inexpensive,
consisting of an enamel dish and cup, a
spoon, and a piece of soap; yet it was received with much thanksgiving. One of
the older members said " W e all thank."
They seemed to appreciate the fact that
Hajanjiya was the recipient and Hajanjiya
himself seemed quite happy later as he examined his treasures out under a tree.
BABY G R A C E
She was a little ebony skinned babe
whose stay on earth lasted only about
seven weeks. Her mother, who was to
have been baptized at the time of our quarterly meeting in April, died a very short
time before the meetings, just after giving
birth to this, her first child. The babe was
immediately brought to the mission and
cared for. Sichita, the father, one of our
out-school teachers, has had deep sorrow
during the past few years, having lost his
first wife and a number of children, and
now this wife and child. Yet through all
he seems to keep the victory and to be
happy in his work. Will you pray that
he may continue victorious? Little Grace
for a time did very nicely, and some of the
school girls were quite fond of her, but
later we saw the child was not well and
took her to the Choma doctor but the little
Jife ebbed out. One of the mission girls
in a letter to her father the day of the funeral wrote to the effect: W e all are sad today because the baby has left us but our
hearts are happy because her little spirit is
with Jesus.
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members, two former outschool teachers.
Each of these spoke, which in itself was
very touching, the one—Meleki by name—
telling of his open way now since he no
longer has his second wife. M a y God put
on the hearts of some who read these notes
a burden of prayer for this man and his
wife. The Lord bless you all.
FOREIGN MISSION FINANCIAL
April 1 s t t o J u l y 15th

REPORT

B a l a n c e A p r i l 1st, 1932
$1,295.41
A S i s t e r , Mt. J o y , P a
10.00
R o s e b a n k S. S., H o p e , K a n s
5.37
Mrs. Lilden Hickerson, K a n s
25.00
B e l l e S p r i n g s S. S., K a n s
21.92
C e d a r S p r i n g s & M a r s h C r e e k Cong.,
Pa
17.83
B r o . a n d Sr. C l a r e n c e K a y l o r , P a
11.00
E l d . R o y H. M a n n , Q u a r t e r s A l l o w a n c e
Returned
50.00
A Sister, R a p h o Dist., P a
25.00
M o w e r s v i l l e Dist., P a
17.36
A Brother, Mechanicsburg, Pa
1.00
A S i s t e r in t h e M i s s i o n F i e l d
100.00
P e t e r B o h l a n d , Mansfield, Ohio
2.00
Sr. P e a r l A. B r e h m , P a
10.00
N o r t h F r a n k l i n Dist., P a
30.00
C h e s t n u t G r o v e Cong., Ohio
14.50
G r a n t h a m S. S., G r a n t h a m , P a
49.11
United Zions Children, E'town, P a
7.00
L o c u s t G r o v e S. S., P a
8.40
F a i r l a n d S. S., P a
27.72
H e b r o n S. S., C l a y Co., K a n s
23.00
R o s e b a n k S. S., H o p e , K a n s
11.68
L a m a r Engle, Abilene, K a n s
10.00
Belle S p r i n g s Cong., K a n s
13.03
A b i l e n e Cong., K a n s
70.00
F r a n k l i n s C o r n e r s C h u r c h , 111
....
17.13
Sr. Lizzie H e r r , F l o r i n , P a
6.00
M a n o r - P e q u e a Dist., P a
183.01
Sr. E d n a E. E n t e r l i n e , E ' t o w n , P a
3.00
A l f r e d S. R o t z
50.00
Sr. M a r v T h u m a
3.00
B e t h e l S. S., M e r r i l l , M i c h
7.44
M e r r i l l Cong., Mich
14.13
E l i z a b e t h H. E n g l e , B a u s m a n , P a
20.00
R o s e b a n k S. S., H o p e , K a n s
11.07
Carl Derrick, Detroit, K a n s
10.00
B e t h e l S. S., D e t r o i t , K a n s
13.67
Zion Cong., K a n s
31.81
Sr. J. N. E n g l e , N a v a r r e , K a n s
1.00
Waukee Church, Iowa
17.30
P e t e r B o h l a n d , Mansfield, Ohio
3.00
I n t . on S a v i n g s Acc't., Mt. J o y Bank....
313.45
I n t . on B o n d
80.00
L a n c a s t e r Mennonite Church, Pa,
33.34
R e f u n d on Ocean P a s s a g e
.
2.35
T r a n s p o r t a t i o n of g o o d s to F i e l d
7.10
A b i l e n e Cong., K a n s
75.00
C h i c a g o M i s s i o n , 111
16.75
Pleasant Hill Church, K a n s
40.35
All P e o p l e s M i s s i o n & S. S., C a n o e
Creek Pa.
6 00
P e t e r B o h l a n d , Mansfield, Ohio
4^00
U p l a n d , Calif
20.00
B e t h e l Cong., D e t r o i t , K a n s
19.17
R o s c o e C. H i n k l e , H e r s h e y , P a
10.00
U p l a n d Dist., ( d o l l a r a m o n t h p l a n ) - . .
55.00
F a i r l a n d S. S., P a
26.63
C h r i s t i a n U n i o n S. S.. I n d
50 00
P e t e r B o h l a n d , Mansfield, Ohio
6.00
P e t e r B o h l a n d , Mansfield, Ohio
5.00
F o x H o l l o w & B e n d i g o Cong., P a
16.00
M i a m i D i s t . . Ohio
40.00
B e t h a n y S. S., T h o m a s . O k l a
30.73
H e n r y & W m . Steinbrecher, Green,
Kans
10.00
D a l l a s C e n t e r S. S.. I o w a
14.18
B r o . a n d Sr. H . L. T r u m p , P o l o , HI
42.50
J. A. & S u s a n G a r w i c k , C o l e t o , 111
5.00
H e r s h e y G r a m m , T r o y , Ohio
25.00
Young People's Meeting, Phila., P a
4.00
A b i l e n e Cong., K a n s
60.00
Mooretown Class, Mich
7.00
A Brother. Morrill. K a n s
50.00
Sr. S a d i e E n g l e . E ' t o w n , P a
5.00
C a r l a n d Cong., M i c h
.
9.73
Zion S. S., C a r l a n d , M i c h
15.27
M a n o r - P e q u e a Dist., P a
142.54
M r s . M. H u n s b e r g e r , W a y l a n d , M i c h
1.00
H i g h l a n d S. S.. Ohio
9.41
Sr. R e b e c c a W i n k l e r . Ohio
1.50
Sr. M a r y B r e n n e r . Ohio
2.50
M e s s i a h H o m e S. S.. H a r r i s b u r g , P a
100 00
U n i o n G r o v e C h u r c h , Ohio
15.00
V a l l e v V i e w S. S., C h i n o , Cal
23.62
Sr. I d a S o l l e n b e r g e r , K a n s
5.00
L o c k e S. S., N a p p a n e e , I n d
10 00
RaDho D i s t , , P a
82.85
A i r h i l l S. S., P a
2 00
P e t e r B o h l a n d . Mansfield Ohio
5.on
G r a n t h a m S. S., G r a n t h a m , P a
23 38
G e n e r a l C o n f e r e n c e Offering ( C a s h ) . . . .
370.SR
I n t . on B o n d
115.00
Cross Road, Donegal Dist., P a
496.00
( C o n t i n u e d on p a g e 250)
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Christian Life Bible Studies for
Young Peoples Meetings

No. 33.
THE BIBLE STANDARD FOR AN IDEAL
YOUNG WOMAN
Topic for August 14, 1932
Scripture Reading-—Prov. 31:10-31
I.

Scriptural Admonitions for Young Women.
Titus 2:4, 5; I Tim. 5:14; Col. 3:20;
Eccl. 12:1; I Tim. 2:9-12; I Peter 3:1-5.
II. Ten Characteristics Recommended by
the Bible as Ideal for Young Women.
1. Industry. Ex. 35:25; Acts 9:36-39.
2. Charity. Prov. 31:20.
3. Service. Luke 8:3.
4. Liberality. Luke 21:2.
5. Chastity in Conduct and Conversation.
I Pet. 3:2-5; Prov. 31:10.
6. Modesty in Adornment. I Tim. 2:9;
I Pet. 3:3.
7. Discretion. Titus 2:4.
8. Home-making. Titus 2:4.
9. Hospitality. Rom. 12:13; I Tim. 5:10.
10. Faith. Matt. 15:28.
HI.

Young Women of Notable Mention in
the Bible.
Ex. 2:4-8; 15:20,21.
1.
Ruth 1:16-18.
2.
II Kings 5:2-4.
3.
Esther 2:7-17; 4:10-16;
4.
8:5, 6.
Luke 1:30-38.
5.
Acts 21:9.
6.
IV. Women of the Bible Whose Example Is
to be Avoided.
-Judges 16:6-20.
1.
- Ruth 1:14, 15.
2.
-I Kings 21:7, 25.
3.
- Esther 5:14.
4.
- Mark 6:22.
5.
For the Children:
Make the assignments under III and IV
to the children. Have them look up the
references, be ready to fill the blanks with
the names intended, and tell why each
woman is classified in one division or the
other.
For General Discussion and Application:
1. How do the opportunities for Young
Women to be used in the revelation and
out-working of God's plan for humanity,
compare with the opportunities for Young
Men, as shown by last week's topic ?
2. What effect has "Christianity" or the
"Gospel", had on the life prospects of
Young Women?
3. In the story of the Incarnation, whom
do we think of most prominently besides
our Saviour Himself?
4. How many girls and young women of
today most fully avail themselves of the
privileges extended under God's plan for
ideal womanhood?
" T h e Lord is not slack concerning his
promise as some men count slackness; but
is long suffering to us wards, not willing
that any should perish, but, that all should
come to repentance." II Peter 3:9.

No. 34.
CONFESSION
Topic for August 21, 1932
Sug. Scripture Reading—Ps. 51:1-10
I. Confession of Christ.
1. Required for Salvation. Rom. 10:9.
2. Required for remembrance in Heaven.
Matt. 10:32.
3. Brings glory to God. Phil 2:11.
Of what does a confession of Christ
consist ?
II.—For the Children:
Have the children give the following noteworthy confessions of Christ as a dialogue;
giving the names of those who made them:
Matt. 16:16.
John 1:49.
John 4:29.
John 6:69.
John 11:27.
John 20:28.
Acts 8:37.
III.—Confession of Sins.
1. Required for forgiveness. I John 1:9.
2. Required for spiritual prosperity. Prov.
28:13.
3. Required to avert future judgment.
I Tim. 5:24.
Why is a confession of Christ not sufficient for Salvation without a confession of sins?
IV.
1.
2.
3.

Where Shall Sins Be Confessed?
To God. Ps. 51:1-4.
To others. Luke 15:18; Num. 21:7.
Publicly. Judges 10:10.
Explain the differences between private, personal and public sins. Why is
it often very beneficial to confess the
unknown sinfulness of one's heart and
life, confidentially to a saint of God?

V. A number of Bible Characters made the
confession "I have sinned", but the
confessions were quite varied in their
sincerity and effectiveness. The following references disclose some of them.
Assign them to the older children and
let them tell who made the confessions,
the nature of the sin and why they confessed :
1. A hardened sinner. Ex. 9:27.
2. A double-minded individual. Num.
22:34.
3. An insincere confession. I Sam. 15:24.
4. An effective confession. II Sam. 12:13.
5. Doubtful penitence. Joshua 7:20.
6. Intercessory confession. Neh. 1:6.
7. Confession in despair. Matt. 27:4.
8. Exemplary confession. Luke 15:18.
VI. Confession of Faults.
1, Prerequisite for divine healing. James
5:16.
Requirement for congenial fellowship.
Matt. 18:15.
How shall we confess our distinction
from the world? Heb. 11:13.
I resolved to dedicate all my life to God
—all my thoughts and words and actions,
being thoroughly convinced there was no
other medium.—John Wesley.

'Build Your Own Book"

A Gift Bible
for only

$1.00
Isn't It Attractive?

As explained by
the author in the
I s t r u c t i o n
Sheets, each special need demands
a special book if
best work is to be
a c c o mplished.
"BUILD YOUR
OWN
BOOK"
suggests the material to be collected and how it
may be arranged.
The titles suggested

This Scrap Book was prepared as a work
manual for those who need a special book
of value in the devolpment of lesson themes,
as well as individual and class projects for
the little folks.
Worship in Song
Worship Through Pictures
Worship Through Recreation
Camping
Plans, Programs and Projects
Other topics will suggest themselves in
using the book.
This Scrap Book has a fancy cloth cover,
and contains 50 leaves of kraft paper, tied
with silk cord.
Price, 50 cents each

Chalk Talk Made Easy
By William A. Bixler
Over 300 sketches show you how.

1
f
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CHALK TALK
MADE EASY
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Just the Book for—

No. 119
SPECIMEN OP THE TYPE
AND the LORD spake unto M6•r"V §es in the wilderness of Si'nai, in the tabernacle of the congreIt is as good as it looks and the
binding is GUARANTEED!
Notice the easy-to-read Black Pace,
self-pronouncing type.
Convenient size 4% x 6% inches,
may be carried in pocket.
Eight full page illustrations and
eight fine colored maps.
Sixty-four (64) pages of helps to
Bible Study of great value conveniently indexed.
Guaranteed binding of genuine
Fabrikoid (Imitation Leather) morocco grained, overlapping covers, round
corners, red edges, headbands, gold
stamp on back edge only. Very Special
Price $1.00.

E. V. Publishing House
NAPPANEE, INDIANA

[ .-*s

Leaders of Young People
Teachers in Sunday School
Speakers in Junior Church
Ministers and Pastors
Boy Scout Leaders
Girls' Club Leaders
Beginners in Chalk Talk
Art Teachers in Schools
Ambitious Boys and Girls

It Tells You How
—to
—to
—to
—to
—to

make simple sketches.
copy any picture.
enlarge any picture.
prepare a program.
be ready for an emergency.
—to adapt sketches to your
subject.
—to illustrate a Sundayschool lesson.
—to m a k e surprise pictures.
—to print correctly.
—to understand colors.
—to prevent a failure.
—to make a SUCCESS.

A Complete Course In
Self Instruction
on how to make drawings and sketches before the
public. It leads you from the simplest drawing to
the higher branch of Chalk Talk.
It is a book for beginners—for those who are sure
they cannot do it, but nevetheless are willing to try.
It not only shows you how to make the sketches
but tells you how to use them before a class or in
public.
Any man, woman, boy, or girl can, by the help of
this book learn to make crayon and chalk sketches
and use them successfully.
This book explains everything in its line—how to
make your own equipment; how and where to procure needed materials; and gives information and
ideas for hundreds of programs — educational, social, or religious.
Five minutes a day will enable you to be a successful chalk talker. If you want to learn the few
simple rules necessary for success get this new
book.
It is bound in red cloth, contains twenty chapters,
and has over 300 sketches, 6 x 9 inches, 128 pages.

Price $1.00

E. V. PUBLISHING HOUSE, 301-5 No. Elm St., Nappanee, Ind.

